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EFS 
Criminal Justice Training 
Offered 
Probation Department is now 
seeking volunteers for a new 
and dynamic program designed 
to enlist the aid of Riverside 
County citizens in the fight 
· against crime and delinquency. 
Applications are being accepted 
through Monday, February 22 
for the next forty hour training 
session beginning Tuesday, 
March 30, 1993 in Banning. 
For infonnation and an appli-
cation call (909) 358-4389. 
Third Annual Homeless 
Veterans Care Faire 
On January 20, 1993 the 
1nteragency Committee on 
Homeless Veterans (ICHV) will 
hold its third Homeless Veterans 
Care Faire (Care Faire III) at the 
National Guard Armory in 
. Fairmont Park, Riverside. This 
event. which will run from 9:00 
· · am to 3: 00 pm, is intended to 
provide homeless veterans ser-
. ·vices and information that could 
· change their lives for the better. 
Care Faire II provided services 
to 452 homeless participants. 
Foi: additional infonnation, 
please call Bill Densmore at 
(909) 369-9755. 
PAAIE Hosts First 
Friday's 
On February 5, 1993, 
Professional African-Americans 
of the Inland Empire (PAAIE) 
will host "First Friday's". 
First Friday originated in the 
San Francisco Bay Area to pro-
vide an opponunity for African-
Americans to come together in a 
comfortable. social setting. 
PAAIE will have First 
Friday's beginning February 5, 
1993, at T.G.I. Friday's located 
at 390 East Hospitality Lane in 
San Bernardino, from 4:00 pm 
to 7:00 pm First Friday's will 
always be held on the first 
Friday of each month through-
out 1993. 
Xenophobia In Riverside 
A Community of Diversity, 
the Universalist Unitarian 
' Church of Riverside and the 
Women's Resource Center of 
the University of California pre-
sent the third in a series of 
Cultural Diversity Programs 
called Xenophobia in Riverside 
("Fear of strangers: those who 
are different from us") on 
Wednesday, January 20, 1993, 
5:30 pm to 7:00 pm. At 
Highlander Hall, Room 200, 
1150 University Avenue, 
Riverside, CA (Adjacent to 60 
freeway). 
Call (909) 788-2909 for 
information. 
An Open Forum 
The Riverside County 
Advisory Committee on Drug 
Abuse (CACDA) will meet 
Friday, January 22, 1993, 12:00 
noon, at A.B.C. Club, 44-374 
Palm Street, Indio, California. 
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Martin Luther King, Jr. (right} seen above with Malcolm X (left) at a press conference on the 
steps of the Capitol BuUdlng in Washington D.C. In March of 1964. (LIBRARY OF cONOREss> 
NFL Hall Of Farner, Willie 
Davis Goes Big League Again 
interference is greatly reduced, 
thus with more than 20 hospitals 
in the L.A. and Inland Empire 
areas, V 103.9 announced the 
names of the first 103 babies 
born on New Year's Day. 
City Questions Crest's 
Exclusion Of Malcolm X 
T he City of Riverside Human Relations Commission has invit-
ed the owners of the Sanborn 
Theaters aka, Canyon Crest 
Theater to come to the commis-
sion's January 28, 1993 meeting 
to answer the questions of why 
movies, Malcolm X, Sarafina, 
Glory and America Me, were not 
shown in the Canyon Crest 
movie theater. 
"One of the Commission 
members felt after reading the 
article in the Black Voice, 
(December, 1992 -- Malcolm X 
Banned From Canyon Crest) the 
Commission should look into it." 
Said Marvin Lea, Interim 
Assistant to the City Manager 
for Community Relations. 
The Commission's letter said 
"It has come to our attention that 
the Sanborn Theaters, on more 
than one occasion, have exclud-
ed movies depicting minorities 
in a positive lifestyle at Canyon 
Crest Theater." 
'f.he Commission voted 
December 17, 1992 to extend an 
invitation to the owner or his 
representative however there has 
been no response. 
The commission will ask: 
- What is the criteria used by 
Sanborn Theaters to detennine 
the geographical location sched-
ule to feature a movie? 
- Do you have a local and/or 
regional written policy? If yes, 
please provide copies for the 
January Commission Meeting. 
- Is pre-screening of movies a 
part of the criteria or policy 
when determining where a 
movie is to be featured? If yes, 
who are the pre-screening com-
mittee members? 
"The Human Relations 
Commission must work with .all 
agencies, public and private, in 
developing programs to elimi-
nate prejudice and discrimina-
tion. By obtaining infonnation 
from you we hope to foster bet-
ter community relations with 
your company and enhance the 
image you presented to our 
minority community." Said 
Robert Melsh, Human Relations 
Commission Chair, in a letter to 
the owners of Sanborn Theaters. 
"We are the voice of the com-
munity." said Lea. 
A Sanborn representative pre-
viously called Black Voice and 
explained the movie studio made 
the decision of which theater 
they wanted to show a new 
release. Warner Brothers, he 
said placed Malcolm X at 
Moreno Valley's Canyon Springs 
Theater. 
The January 28, 1993, 
Commission meeting will be 
held at the University of 
Riverside, Watkins Recital Hall 
at 6:30 pm. Call (909) 782-
5316. 
Metzger Cal State Forum 
Cancelled Safety Concerns 
T was to speak at was cancelled he word was out, the based on "public safety~• Bloods and Crips and the According to Aubrey 
Skinheads were on a collision Bonnett, Dean of Social and 
course. The NAACP and the Behaviorial Sciences,it is a 
Justice Department were public saftey problem. Bonnett, 
expressing concern and campus conferred with Ed Harrison, 
police were detennining how Director of Public Safety, who 
they could handle the pending said based on his professional 
confrontation. opinion, the public safety would 
The Cal State University be an issue if any confrontation 
forum that avowed racist and Ku took place. 
Klux Klan leader Tom Metzger CONTINUED ON B-8 
0 Riverside, San Bernardino, High n January 1st, a new Desert areas such as Victorville FM radio station and other areas such as Rancho 
featuring adult contemporary California and Mission Viejo. 
music with an urban flavor was "There's been no Black-
born in the Inland Empire. V owned radio station in 
103.9 FM radio, owned by Hall California that has ever been 
of Fame inductee, Willie Davis, · more than a limited signal 
expanded its broadcast area to facility," says Willie Davis, 
include the Inland Empire station owner and president. 
through the use of state of-the- ''This is the chance to show that 
art satellite technology; a move we can be players in the big 
that eclipses the broadcast range arena." 
Zairian Activist Floribert Chebeya Bahizire 
Receives 92' Reebok Human Rights Award 
of other Black-owned radio The station's migration has 
stations and rivals that of such been accomplished through the 
syndicates as KKBT and KIIS. use of a special four-part system 
Formerly broadcasting into which links a Lake Arrowhead 
the Los Angeles and station formerly known as 
surrounding areas only, the new KBON/FM with the broadcast 
V 103.9 (KACE FM) now signal of V 103.9. By 
reaches into cities including simulcasting the two stations, 
MLK Commemorative Ceremony 
To Be Held At Claremont Colleges 
The Office of Black Students Affairs of The 
Claremont Colleges will present 
a ceremony in commemoration 
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 
on Monday, January 18. 
The theme of this year's 
commemoration is "Martin's 
Modern ·Message: A Case and 
Point for Realism." The focus of 
the event will be on the 
application of Dr. King's 
ministry to the realities of today. 
Students from all six of the 
Claremont Colleges will portray 
individuals who are active in 
contemporary society, as well as 
historical figures who have had 
a major influence in world 
affairs. Among those presented 
will be U.S. Senator Carol 
Mosely Braun, Kwame Ture 
(fonnerly Stokely Cannichael), 
Coretta Scott King and Malcolm 
X. Claremont McKenna College 
student Henry Taylor will 
portray Dr. King. 
Also featured in the 
ceremony will be jazz, blues and 
spiritual music. A community 
reception will follow the 
ceremony. 
"Martin's Modern Message" 
will be presented at 12 noon on 
Monday, 
January 18, in Garrison 
Theatre on the northeast corner 
of Tenth Street and Darttnouth 
Avenue, on the campus of The 
· Claremont Colleges. The 
ceremony is free of charge and 
open to the public. 
For further details, please 
contact Ricky Porter or Caron 
Walker at the Office of Black 
Student Affairs, (90')) 621-3669. 
The Claremont University 
Center is the central 
coordinating institution of the 
six independent Claremont 
Colleges - Pomona College, 
Continued On Page B-8 
A s a human rights activist operating in his native 
Zaire, 29-year old Floribert 
Chebeya Bahizire knows 
firsthand how it feels to be 
harassed, shot and threatened 
with his life. Next week, as a 
recipient of the 1992 Reebok 
Human Rights Award, he will 
also know how it feels to be 
honored by the international 
human rights community and 
the world. 
The founder and president of 
· AKA Sorority, Inc. 
Hold Founder's Day 
E ta Nu Omega Chapter o Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority, Inc. will host the 
Southern California Joint 
Founder's Day Observance o 
AKA Sorority. It will be heid 
on Saturday, January 16, 1993 
at the Red Lion Inn in Ontario, 
10:45 am to 3:00 pm. Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Sorority, 
America's first Greek letter 
organization established by and 
for Black women, was found 
January 15, 1908 on the 
campus of Howard University 
in Washington, D.C. 
At this luncheon celebration, 
the golden sorority members 
will be saluted and recognized 
for 50 or more years of service 
and will each be presented pink 
carnations by the undergraduate 
members. Call (909) 683-5715 
for more information. 
·· Voice of the Voiceless (VSV), a 
student-led organization 
fonned to defend and promote 
human rights, Bahizire spent 
seven years working 
underground, gathering 
information about human rights 
abuses and funneling VSV's 
findings to concerned 
international organizations. 
Following the government's 
crackdown at the University o 
Lubumbashi, Bahizire rose to 
national prominence 
championing the cause o 
CONTINUED ON B-8 
African-American Inaugural 
Exclusive Gala-Event Planned 
A newly established "African 
-American Committee for the 
Inaugural" has announced plans 
for a pre-inaugural gala in honor 
of President-Elect Bill Clinton, 
Vice-President-Elect Albert 
Gore Jr. and their appointed 
African-American cabinet and 
sub-cabinet designated 
appointees, spokespersons for 
the committee announced last 
weekend (January 9). 
''This is the first-and perllaps 
only opportunity--national and 
community African-Americans 
leader will have to meet under 
. one roof and applaud the 
electoral victory that made this 
inauguration possible. Their 
leadership turned out 82 percent 
of the African-American vote 
for Clinton and Gore," said the 
statement issued on behalf of the 
committee. Continued On B-8 
King Commemoration 
Set For Jan. 13 At UCR 
Slain civil rights leader Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
birthday will be observed on 
Wednesday, Jan. 13 with a 
candlelight vigil and a 
commemorative program at the 
University of California, 
Riverside. 
The candle light vigil will 
begin at 6:30 pm at the bell 
tower. Candles will be 
provided. 
Continued On Page B-8 
Issues & Opinions 
COMMENTARY• LETTERS TO THE EDITOR•POLITICS 
The Black Voice News 
GUEST EDITORIAL 
NO TO THE KLAN AT CSUSB 
By Dr. Mildred Henry 
The scheduled appearance of the Ku Klux Klan leader, Tom 
Metzger, on the campus of California State University at San 
Bernardino (CSUSB), is an insult and affront to all of us who, for 
years, have worlced tirelessly to teach and model respect for the 
1 diversity of peoples and cultures. 
I have taught Multi-Cultural Counseling at California State 
University at San Bernardino (CSUSB) for nine years, and 
advocated the principles of respect for the diversity of ALL of our 
citizens. The students and I have stressed tolerance, equity, 
~. freedom from persecution, and freedom from the threat of violence 
i solely because of the color of one's skin - or other fact _ which 
' one has no control. Additionally, all campus policies stress non-
., discrimination and equity. To sponsor a racist, hate -mongering, 
white supremacist advocate of violence is contradictory to campus 
~ policy. f Under the "GUISE" of "freedom of speech" we propose to 
, sponsor and legitimize an avowed racist, self-proclaimed white 
/' supremacist advocator of violence, at this institution of "higher 
l '' learning". To legitimize Metzger is to defame the honor, and 
I desecrate the memory of the millions of brave individuals who 
l '. have died defending equity, human rights, and freedom from l ' violence not only in America, but around the world. 
! ! Under the guise of freedom of speech and the First Amendment, 
f we have seen a rise in hate messages on thP, airways, hate crimes in 
, the streets, and increased hate-related violence in our society. f' Educational institutions should not provide a forum and suppon 
system for the advocacy of racial hatred. 
If some CSUSB students and faculty wish to discuss 
discrimination, there are enough students, faculty and staff on this 
campus, with personal experiences to enlighten anyone seeking truth. 
I could share, for instance, how it felt to see my family cotton 
gin, store, and other farm buildings go up in flames set by Klan 
members. We were burned out three times . I can share the 
· expressed feelings of my mother who had to remain awake nights 
with a whistle around her neck, and a gun on a nearby table, to 
! · protect her family. I can share how my father laboriously worked 
· ~days trying to achleve his ''American dream", and stayed awake 
· • nights trying to protect that dream from violent racists. 
The racist mentality has not ceased. Klan proponents, for 
'. instance, have just added a new three-piece suit to the hood and 
· white sheet. Now the white supremacists are sophisticatedly 
entrenched in penthouses, in White House conference rooms, at 
every level of government, in educational hierarchies, in the 
corporate world, and in all avenues of the news media. Now the 
"sheet" to hide behind has become "freedom of speech". Surely the 
authors of the Constitution and Bill of Rights, who sought freedom 
from persecution did not intend their labors would be used to shield 
individuals advocating suppression and violence. 
• This whole scenario reminds me of a child playing with-matches 
in a room filled with dynamite. The sponsors of Metzger 
apparently know absolutely nothing about "the struggle". They are 
unaware of the deep-seated emotions of persons who "remember 
when." I assure you that the emotions of us in~olved in "the 
h truggle" are still raw, and powder-keg dry. White suprc.macy 
principles cannot, and will not, be tolerated under the guise of 
"freedom of speech", the First Amendment or any other warped 
·,. interpretation ofthis nation's great documents. . 
• It appears that our efforts will be better spent educating ?ur 
~ students. For instance, the Chronical (student n~wspape~) wnter 
. ;who compared the NAACP to the Ku Klux Klan is totally ignorant 
.;of the history of these organizations. The NAA~P has ~~ways 
: advocated non-violent, peaceful protest. In fact, this conciliatory 
: tance has created much friction with the more radical youthful 
·;splinter groups. . 
The laws of this land were written and designed by a relattvely 
'small group of men who proclaimed the new nation was founded 
on the principle of "liberty and justice for all." A noble goal. The 
·"all" was not intended to encompass only the White Anglo Saxon 
Male. f th Those who call this a "white man's country" are ignorant o e 
facts. For instance, African-Americans arrived in this country 
before the Mayflower, and not as slaves. We crosse~ the Delaw~re 
with George Washington in 1776, and have fo~ght m every maJor 
battle for this country, including Trenton, Pnnceton, Yorktown, 
'Lexington, Concord, Bunker Hill, Charlestown, Valley For~e, 
•White Plains, World Wars I and II, Korea, Vietnam, and the Persian 
• Gulf War. Currently, we are in Somalia, and around the world, 
'.protecting American interests and international peace. 
·, The efforts of African-Americans (CONTINUED AT BOTTOM) 
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The Natura~ Way To Get Rid Of Aids 
T he significance of the program and its 
message goes far beyond these 
two great athletes , (Earvin 
"Magic" Johnson and Arthur 
Ashe) and role models. It goes to 
the heart of what is at issue in 
the alleged Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) 
epidemic. 
If all you know about AIDS is 
what you see on the TV news 
and read in the newspapers -
that is, that everyone with a 
positive response to the so-called 
AIDS test (which is actually not 
a test for "AIDS," but a HIV-
antibody test) will go on to get 
AIDS and die from it, after 
temporarily postponing death 
with a toxic chemical treatment 
- you may find the claims 
made on this program to be 
untrue or even preposterous. 
Speaking of preposterous, Dr. 
Robert Gallo, the govemnment 
AIDS superstar researcher and 
the man who gave us the myth 
that a single virus, HIV, alone 
causes all of these diseases 
called AIDS, was found guilty 
last week of "committing 
scientific misconduct" by the 
Health and Human Services' 
Office of Research Integrity. 
Not one life has been saved 
by Gallo's theory or the toxic 
chemicals approved and 
prescribed as treatment. And in 
the cases where the viral strain is 
resistant to AZT, the claim 
cannot any longer be made that 
this chemical therapy even 
prolongs life. 
Contrary to accepted dogma, 
there is life after HIV and AIDS, 
and without toxic drugs, despite 
the lies we get from the media 
via our government. 
Because of the government's 
emphasis on "catching" AIDS 
and not "acquiring" AIDS, 
thousands are dying and waiting 
to die, taking toxic chemicals as 
a "treatment" and waiting for a 
promised "miracle" vaccine that 
can't come. A vaccine is 
impossible because "AIDS" is 
currently described as almost 30 
various diseases. 
"Never has there been one 
disease caused by so many 
genns," wrote Dr. Laurence E. 
Badgley as he pointed out the 
faulty logic in the government's 
premise, which can only result in 
more suffering and death. 
"If AIDS continues to be 
promoted as a classic infectious 
plague caused by HIV, one 
which gobbles up almost every 
disease symptom known to man, 
it will obscure other existin!! 
sources of ill-health and the answer is yes and he appears 
immune-suppression," wrote Jon on Tony Brown's Journal with 
Rappoport in AIDS INC. his proof: Elena Monica, a 
(Human Energy Press, 415/588- former AIDS patient wHo 
4495), the boldest book I have acquired AIDS from drug usage, 
ever read on AIDS. who offers laboratory results to 
Our immune systems simply prove she is now a healthy HI¥ 
cannot handle the overload of positive person and Dr. 
drugs, malnutrition, Christopher Calapai who says he 
environmental pollution and has successfully treated similiar 
rampant, unprotected sexual cases. 
exposure. This societal lifestyle - On the program, Dr. Null 
not some "miracle" AIDS virus offers former tennis pro Arthur 
that attacks a perfect group of Ashe - now suffering from full 
humans - causes or "acquires" blown AIDS - a treatment 
what we are now calling AIDS. protocol that Dr. Null says would 
With that explanation, the "cure" render him HIV positive, but 
becomes pretty apparent: All of without AIDS within six months. 
us, especially those in high-risk, Dr. Null also makes a publtc 
drug-using groups - subsets of appeal to Magic Johnson to 
homosexuals, Blacks, Hispanics accept the' same treatment 
and all drug addicts - must rid protocol that he says would 
(detoxify) our bodies of toxic render Johnson seronegativ.e 
substances using non-drug within six months - and 
approaches and practice hygenic, guarantee his return to 
safer sex. That brings us back to professional basketball. 
Magic Johnson and Anhur Ashe You can hear Tony Brown's 
and how they can rid their bodies weekly commentaries on th~ 
of the poisons that they have Buy Freedom 900 Network by 
"acquired" as a result oflifestyle calling 1-900-454-0411 ($1.99 
(in Ashe's case, an accident ' first min./99 cents each addl. 
while receiving contaminated min). Infonnation on the Buy 
blood). Freedom 900 Network: 212-575.-
Can they be successfully 2389. 
treated for what is currently Tony Brown's Journal 
being called AIDS? According TVseries can be seen on your 
to health advocate Dr. G Null local ublic television station. 
How To Become The Education President 
By JOHN E. JACOB 
Bill Clinton's commitment to education reform 
suggests that he will want to 
earn the title "the education 
president. " 
He can win that title by 
targeting disadvantaged students 
with policies and resources that 
help them to academic 
excellence. 
His Administration should 
expand federal education 
funding , and shift priorities so 
that the children at greatest risk 
of failure get whatever 
assistance they need to excel in 
school. 
But one of the most imponant 
things the new President can do 
for education won't cost a dime . 
The presidency has often 
been called a "bully pulpit" for 
focusing people's attention on 
issues. That bully pulpit now 
can be a vehicle to help change 
people's thinking about 
education. 
Instead of peddling bromides 
like "choice," as his 
predecessors did, the President 
should use the prestige of his 
office to change the underlying 
concepts .that doom American 
education to failure. 
We are locked into a 
traditional - and wrong - way 
of thinking that says some 
children are born smart, some 
dumb, and the rest in between, 
and nothing can change that. 
But in fact every normal child 
has the mental capacity to learn 
and to excel academically. 
As Dr. Jeff Howard, of the 
influential Efficacy Institute, has 
consistently pointed out - most 
recently in the Urban League's 
publication, "State of Black 
America, 1993"- the belief in 
the false idea of innate ability 
has been a deterrent to educating 
all of our children. 
Dr. Howard challenges the 
myth that intelligence is innate 
and controls people's 
development. 
He shows how it leads to 
assessing intelligence in very 
young children and then. us~ng 
those assessments to detennme 
how much education they are 
capable of absorbing. 
Then we track those 
youngsters throughout their 
school careers. 
Some are placed in "gifted" 
classes where they are 
challenged to develop further 
and faster, and others are 
dumped in "slow" classes, 
where their supposed lack of 
ability becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophecy. . 
In a society where racial 
discrimination is an every-day 
fact of life, it's not too hard to 
figure out who gets onto the 
accelerated track and who gets 
dumped. 
Since children are led to 
believe in the same intelligence 
myth as their elders, those in 
"gifted" classes come to thi~ 
they are smart and those m 
"slow" classes believe they just 
can't learn. 
But in fact, all children are 
born with the intelligence to 
develop and to "get smart." 
Dr. Howard says that 
development is a process that 
adults have the power to 
save the lives of racists every minute as they stop at traffic 
lights, receive blood plasma, rec~i~~ open heart surgery, and 
panake of other inventions and acttv1ties of people of c~!or: Y,,e 
cannot and will not dishonor those who protect us by leginmizmg 
racial hatred and divisiveness here at home. . . 
We verbalize non-violence, yet we teach violence via 
television. We verbalize morality, the TV is filled .with 
unmitigated sex, and we wonder why we have so many child~n 
having children. We teach respect for diversity, yet we provide 
forums for hate mongers. . 
If we are to remain a nation of diversity, interpretauons of 
"freedom of speech" and protection under the First Amendment 
MUST be tempered with common sense. 
HAPPY 
BIRTHDA.Y 
manage, and if managed willing to take on more 
correctly, all children can challenging assignments, and 
develop the ability to perform at each new success pushes the 
a high academic level. boundaries of their 
He says that if children think accomplishment further. What 
they can learn, they will work does this have to do with the 
hard at it and will learn, or, as he "education president?" Mr. 
says, "get smart." Clinton should use the White 
Helping children believe in liouse as a bully pulpit to 
themselves can't be, as it destroy the myth of innate 
sometimes is, a "feelgood" intelligence and to get · 
process of pumping up their Americans to believe that all o 
self-esteem . Rather, it is our children can learn. By doing • 
communicating to them the idea that, he can change the : 
that schoolwork is important, damaging thinking that prevents · 
that we know they can do it, and so many of our people from 
that we will help them succeed. mastering what they need t 
As children see their effective know to survive in this new 
efforts pay off, they will be Information Age. 
Life Styles 
HEALTII • HOME • t AYFL • ENTERTAINMENT 
-::The Black Voice News f PageA-3 Thursday, January 14, 1993 
Coping: Getting Better ln .1993 
hocus pocus and fear determine person. He will not like me." of the rumors. mistakes. But, I am strong. I 
,;New Cancer Support 
riGroup Opens In Riverside 
:, A new Childhood Cancer 
-support Group has been 
· 'established by the Riverside 
. Medical Clinic. The group, 
_ which plans to meet monthly, is 
iintended to provide mutual 
By DR. CHARLES W. what you should do. Use your Fact or theory? It is probably a 4. Give Yourself A Positive might fail the ~ext time that~ try 
FAULKNER excellent, logical mind to plan bad theory that cannot be Lecture (Don't put yourself to do some~ ng. I also_ might 1993 is going to be the your life. supported with fact. Maybe Mr. down.) succee~. I mtend to contmue to best year of your life. if 2. Be Realistic. (Don't expect Jones' enemies have created an There are more than enough try u_nul I do succeed. I feel you really want to get magic or miracles.) ugly story about him in order to negative people in this world to con!1de~t and I hav~ a lot of 
yourself out of a rut and Can you afford to pay make you dislike him. Do you upset you. It is ea$)' to find one mot1vat~on. I ~~ gomg to do 
help articles. afford to do. Be realistic: · You might actually like him. an example: the way of success . 
1. Think Logically, Are you waiting to become He might be the very opposite "I am not perfect. I make 
support and friendship for 
1.:parents and families of 
·,.childhood cancer patients. 
,.ihlembership in the group is free. 
, ,: "We want to create a mutual 
·•~uppon system for families of 
, children who have cancer," said 
.nr. Saleh. "We believe the 
~group can provide empathy, ease 
-.frustration, overcome loneliness 
; and end social isolation." 
f;~~~~:~?~yth~~i:s~~~~~~J~ ~i.\~~~~~y~:~~~~~;~:Ji~ti~: Thanks From The PAL Center 
and fatalism control your life.) And you are probably wasting 
t • Dave Lee, the foundation's 
·.executive director, noted that by 
!creating an atmosphere of 
1 friendship the group can provide 
a non-threatening setting where 
:i)arents and their children can 
·just relax. Call (909) 682-2753 
·for more information. 
' Our 
Bodies 
If you failed a test because your time and your money. 
you didn't study, admit it. Then Select a more realistic w~ to 
study and pass the next test. earn money and achieve 
If you are afraid to go to that J happiness. 
job interview because you don't 3. Get The Facts. (Don't 
know what to say to the confuse opinions, fantasy and 
interviewer, admit it. Then go theories with facts.) 
to the library, get a book and "Everything that I do e ds in 
find out what you should and failure." Is that a fact or an 
say at the next interview. opinion? It is most likely an 
The present and the future opinion. Examine your life 
can be controlled, to a great carefully and you will find 
extend, by yourself. Decide many, many successes. That's a 
what you want to achieve, then fact don't overlook them. You 
work out a plan that will help can repeat them in the future. 
you get it. Don't let mythology, "Mr. Jones is a horrible 
\,\?r\(;::. -; . t?\= ~,~ .. , ... · , · · '. , .. 
,sidestream. smoke debate. The Thtee times as much 3,4 enzo 
results of thefr decision released (A) pyrene - a suspected . 
t:1us ::week fwther validates earlier . carcinogen: . .. 
, swdi~s,'thai'1id~arti. smok~is a . Fiye time·s as much carbori 
.. ' 'major.health hazard''to smokers" monoxide. 
< and non-smokers. . .·.·. .. , · ,fiye times as much ~onia. 
Ernest't~vlster ~to. 
. , 
: t\:Jrpe~ iiret\vo types of spioke . · Jf'you insis~ on continuing to 
. ·. eniiu\atirig from a cigarette: ',. , ·smoke an4 ~annot reject your 
•Main stream smoke, which is addiction, have consio~on of 
thefsinoke drawn through the non:smokers: 
'tobacco during mhalation (actual .•·' Smoke only in designated 
smoking), and sidestream smoke areas. 
· wtµch arises from burning tobac- Smoke only in well ventilated 
co'(passive si:noking). 96% ofthe areas. 
gases and particulates (small Put out your cigarettes quickly 
. sol~cls, particles) prpduced when and completely. 
ADDICTEi> TO CIGARE'ITES 
tt Dear Dr. Levister: rm a bull-
' . 
cigarettes bum become sidestream Use smokeless ashtrays. 
smoke. They are found in higher Do not smoke in the presence 
concentrations in the sidestream of children or non-smokers. 
smoke inhaled by smokers and Don't try to influence your 
non-smokers than in the main- habit on others - non-smokers 
stream smoke inhaled solely by have rights too. 
headed, 20 year, two pack, a pay 
Ci'gatene smoker. I'm weU aware 
of the jlisks to my own h~th. but 
w,hat about my family? Row can I 
protect th~m fipm xpy bad habit? P.µffer , · .. ',/. .,.. ' ,.. , 
the smoker. For the sake of your health and 
, . Results from studies show that. that of your family, try to 
l Dear . Puffer: The 
l}nvironmental Protec:1!on Ag~y 
(~PA) -added punch to ~ tl)e 1 ·_'."•: .. , M• 
' 
,compared to mainstream smoke, quit smoking. 
sidestream smoke contains: It's never too late to quit. Your 
Twice as much tar and nico- local lung society has excellent 
. tine:' low cost programs to assist you. 
· typi'6fbani)'ou have~ ix;w it · ..:pully cooked canned hams. 
is pack,aged.,ReadJhe label-! It M~,~t need to ~e refrigerated, a 
_'}"pJllvjdes a'guid,e'for d~tetmjni,ng . ,few b.rands are processed so that 
· •• stor'ai e"time; iFais3,~'taie's the , : refrigeration isn 'f necessary. 
( p~uct nani,~. ,wh~ther the· ham \~Count, country-style, or dry-
·. <has.,been smoked ot'cured, and cured hams. These are dried and 
'..;~ ~~mer it rn.u~t 'tie, r~frig~rat.e<J. •·· hut& with salt; then smoked and 
; 'Yh,A¢the USpA'does 'n,ot requ.ify . aged_to_provide distinctive flavor. 
., fuanufaeturers to list a freshness They .do not require refrigeration 
<t ~~ :~gri-pryctti~~. 'Pc¥1Y.:,dq/~ _k , and,~§ep 'Yell_.forseveral_months. 
' 'for,tgiridelii;ie,s regardfng the -best These hams continue to age dur-
: ~ot:theproductofiihe'Iabel. :,<.. jng storage, so:the flavorcontin-
.:j'~;~i1m~~~~~~~li~~;:;:•.•·~~~~H~~¾~A~~~~s= 
%. c.:::fully cc~'oked hams (not ,"pate~ should,be'trimmed away; 
< QUESTION: . How long .. £~ catmed).': These keep about a . the rtjt'of the nieat isgood to eat. 
l • keep 'a bani in· th~ r,.efrigerilt9f t eweek in the refrigerator; store i11 .. Once_.these h~s ·are 'cut into it's 
before cooking it? ,, . ; ' , t'1e coldest part. Check Jour best to use them right away. 
"•ANSWER~ To ~nswer this · refrig~rator t~mperature; 11 sholll,d .Follow • the J nstructions on 
q~estion, you need. tg know tile :- ,egisterno more than:1Q;;E · · ,p};;.~ yourham package;,, 
DECORATING 
; 
DEN 
Denise Ellison McCarthy 
WARM COMFORT 
No, this is not an article on 
the latest information on 
insulation technology, R-values 
and the like ! There are other 
ways to warm up a home, and 
one of those ways is through the 
use of texture. 
Even in a home in the tropics, 
there's a certain kind of chill 
that feels -uncomfortable to 
hum ans, especially while 
relaxing. Who hasn ' t walked 
across a 'hardwood or tile floor 
and experienced the cold reality 
of the floor's surface? There's 
another kind of coolness, the 
kind you experience inside, 
when you look at a room's 
furnishings. Sometimes, both of 
these examples are appropriate, 
as in living in an extremely hot 
climate. But, for the majority of 
us, textural and color warmth is 
a necessary ingredient for true 
comfort. 
Let's look at the example of 
hard flooring. One easy way to 
add warmth in this situation is to 
use an area rug. The rug can be 
rolled up and stored away 
during the hot time of year to 
make the most of the flooring's 
cool characteristics. This is 
especially imponant in rooms 
that are frequ ently used, like 
family rooms. 
If you live in a cooler 
climate, adding texture to the 
walls is another way to visually 
warm up a room. This may be 
accomplished with wallcovering 
and fabric alike . String or 
grass cloth wallcovering 
provides a simple method of 
introducing texture to a room. 
Strings are usually a little more 
subtle than grasscloth and the 
strings really are strings, 
vertically adhered to a paper 
backing. Grasscloth has a 
horizontal weave and makes 
much more of a dramatic 
statement. But beware! Because 
of the heavy, horizontal weave, 
the seams in grasscloth are 
evident- it's pan of the look, 
and to be expected. 
For a truly sumptuous 
appearance, an upholstered wall 
is the ultimate way to go. Walls 
are first covered with a batting 
material and fabric is applied on 
top. Piping is then applied to all 
edges fo r a finished look. 
Textu re is an often 
overlooked element of design 
and can be used in both formal 
and infonnal areas of the home. 
In addition to warmth, it adds 
interest. So, how about it? Add 
texture to your home, and 
experi ence a new 
warmth- inside! 
For appointments please call 
(909) 789-1172. 
f f N o man is an island, 
no man st ands 
alone ... " reflects the mission of 
the Provisional Accelerated 
Leaming (PAL) Center, and is 
indigitive of the support 
received during 1992 from 
funding agencies, friends, and 
well-wishers . The. dawning of 
the 1993 new year brings a big 
" thank you" from the PAL 
Center students and staff, and 
the Corporate Board of 
Provisional Educational 
Serv ices, Inc., the non-profit 
parent organization for the PAL 
Center, to everyone who 
supported our community-based 
organization's efforts last year. 
Through the collaborative 
efforts of the San Bernardino 
County Private Industry 
Council , San Bernardino 
Department of Jobs and 
Employment Services, U. S. 
Department of Education, 
California State University, 
worksite superv isors for the 
Summer Youth Employment 
Training Program, San 
Bernardino Kiwanians, and the 
unified school districts of San 
Bernardino City, Rialto and 
Fontana, the PAL Center 
provided GED and high school 
diploma preparation, pre-
employment skill training, job 
placement, anti-drug/gang/ AIDS 
education, academic tutoring 
and counseling, computer 
training, and college preparatory 
activities for 1,000 children, 
adolescents, and adults during 
1992. 
The Substance Abuse Mobile 
(SAM), originally funded by the 
U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, provided 
additional services to the 
community through its traveling 
drug/gang/ AIDS educational 
displays. 
Free bread commodities from 
the Community Services 
Department were distributed 
weekly to entire families, and 
for youth.free summer lunches 
from the San Bernardino City 
Parks and Recreation 
Department were dispensed 
daily. 
We enter 1993 with great 
anticipation as the collaborative 
efforts of the San Bernardino 
County Economic Development 
Agency, San Bernardino City 
Redevelopment Agency, the San 
Bernardino Community 
Hospital, and other supporting 
agencies will result in the 
addition of child care to the 
community services provided by 
the PAL Center. 
Nineteen ninety three will be 
a crucial year in efforts to 
educate and train in-school 
youth; and reclaim, redirect, 
educate and train out-of-school 
youth. Citizens are constantly 
bombarded with news accounts 
of crimes committed by and 
against our youth. It is up to us, 
individually and collectively, to 
put our shoulders to the wheel 
and show the negative street 
forces that " the fi ght i s on! " 
Again, hats off, and a big "thank 
you", to all of our supporters. 
Many Types Of . 
Stores 
GREAT VARIETY! 
•African Clothes / Arts 
• IJ C • I , C~Jeweler9 
OPEN 
EVERYDAY! .-----,,--:..---,--..------------,
1
, •Stereos/Tapes 
!FONTANA INDOOR ··~:e~~:::::l:g 
. •Socks & Lingerie UNDER 
NEW 
MANAGEMENT SWAP MEET INC. •Baby Clothes •Toys •Harley Davidson Apparel 
•Luggage 
formerly Fontana Discount Mart •Beauty Supplies 
-Great Gift Ideas 
•Brass Items 9773 Sierra Ave, Fontana, CA 92335 
•And Much More 
FOR LEASING INFORMATION: 
UPTO70% 
OFF 
Vendors Wanted 
• 
0PR11\ne'"sp"ce~ • 
, STILIJtAVAILABLE1 CALL (909) 428-0818. 
< ATTENTION DOCTORS, DENTISTS, NURSES, 
OFFICE MANAGERS!!! 
PRESENTING 
Csllfornla Medical Distributors 
A Full-Line Distributor Of 
Pharmaceuticals, Medical Supplies/ 
Equipment, Prosthetics, Home Health Care 
Supplies, Orthopedic, And Dental Needs. 
One Of The Largest Black-Owned Medical 
Distributors In Csllfornla Serving National 
And International Customers. 
Orders Shipped Within 24 Hours. 
Same Day Delivery For Pricing, 
Avallablllty, And To Receive A Catalogue: 
CALIFORNIA MEDICAL DISTRIBUTORS 
1571 HARMONY CIR. 
ANAHEIM, CA 92807 
(800) 899-8910 FAX (909) 693-7832 
FRANK J. MCGILL-OWNER 
w: '. .• <-.,::,.,;:,·- cs-,.~ .-,~:-y,:_ :-;-.-.•.-,, ,•. ·-:i-: ··, -··· • 
Z>~1fl'9 
~ &#fudc#lt e"'-ue 
,.,,,()~~ C 
7H~()~~ l 
~-~ 5111411, ~.,, 4/U: 
•//~~E~~SrAH 
.  
-~~ 
• ~Mid Euec~ 
• ')~(')'8~ 
(3att7~~4#14{l~4t: 
B'B'7-6457 
?u ~-1.-.·~ eJtU u ~~•'4"'• 
t-4t,,s,-ect~Ae '"" I t>B/t,Me- uwe 
tu~""" -I di/. e¥~et4#1 ~ -
One on One OB 
1800 N. Western Ave. Ste. 202 
San Bemardino, CA 902411 
I. 
r 
\, , .. 
Tri -
Dr. Robert Williams 
Star Tri - Star 
Family Dental Centre 
HOURS fc~ f '. 
Mon. Tues. ,f., · · 
Thurs. 
9 A.M-6 P.M. 
• General Dentistry Wednesday :-
D t I L b O P . 10A.M.-7P.M. • en a a n rem1ses Friday _, 
• Same Day Repair eA.M.-sP.M • .1 
Saturday. 
• Most Insurance Accepted by appt. 
• Children •Seniors 
106 North Eucalyptus 
(Corner of Rialto Ave) 
Rialto 
(714) 875-1299 
. . 
Call For Your Appointmenl 
-----------------• l DrA Lloyd B. Walker _ · · t 
L---------~ 
.. 
\i 
L 
-, 
I 
UNCF Announces 
: . $150,000 Grant From 
M . Jordan Foundation 
The UNCF announced 
• ! recently that the Michael Jordan 
Foundation has given a major 
: "assist" to UNCF/s most 
,.1 ambitious capital drive in 
: • history by pledging $150,000 to 
~: help more young Black 
: : , Americans go to college. 
·•: The grant to UNCF's 
:
1 CAMPAIGN 2000: An 
: Investment in America's 
:: , Future will create a "Michael 
Jordan Foundation permanently 
endowed scholarship fund," 
· which will help provide 
scholarships to economically 
i: disadvantaged students at two 
~.: UNCF colleges : Saint 
: I Augustine's College in Raleigh, 
' North Carolina and Xavier 
-, ' University in New Orleans, 
; 1 Louisiana. 
:· 1 
' : Computer Classes 
: : :, Scheduled At San 
;~ : Bernardino (City) Library 
f 
-,> The Cosand Computer 
::•, Center at the Norman F. 
,::
1 Feldheym Central Library, 555 
.. :: West 6th Street, in San 
., Bernardino, has scheduled 
" COMPUTER LITERACY FOR 
: I ADULTS, a free two-part, 
: hands-on class for adults who 
~• ,have no computer experience, 
': at the following times: 
;' , Monday, January 25 and 
=: :Tuesday, January 26 from 6:00 
'. .. pm - 8:00 pm or Thursday, 
'. January 28 and Friday, January 
· ' 29 from 9:00 am - 11 :00 am. 
, : The class size is limited and 
:: pre-registration is required. To 
: • register or for more information 
: please call (909) 3 81-8237, 
Tuesday through Saturday from 
:: 9: am to 5:00 pm. 
BuSipess 
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Minority Business 
Opportunity Day To Be Held 
Hughes Aircraft Company, Another special feature, "Hard 
Miller Brewing Company; Hat ijours" (12 Noon-2:30 
Interstate Electronics p.m.), will provide minority 
Corporation, American Savings construction and construction-
Bank, Northrop Corporation and related services contractors the 
Loral Aeronutronic, among chance to talk directly with 
other local and national corporate/government agency 
companies. The Steering facilities managers about 
Committee is also working specific procurement 
closely with the Orange County opportunities. 
''Minority 
Business 
Opportunity Day '93" one of the 
nation's largest trade fairs of its 
kind, will be conducted on 
Thursday, February 18, 199-3, at 
the Seqoia Conference Center, 
4530 Orangethorpe, Buena 
Park, from 9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 
The one-day event is being 
sponsored by the Orange 
County Purchasing Council 
(OCPC) and is designed to bring 
together major corporate/ 
government constituencies and 
minority business owners. 
The 1993 "MBOD" Trade 
Fair will have a buyer-in-the -
booth formate and will provide 
the busy minority entrepreneur 
direct access to discuss, one-on-
one, which business 
oppQrtunities do and do not 
exist, who the appropriate 
contract person may be for such 
opportunities and what basic 
requirements must be met in 
order to successfully compete 
for those opportunities. 
General Chairman of the 
MBOD trade Fair 's Steering 
Commhtee h R. b . "Bob" 
Carter, Refinery Materials 
Manager, Chevron Refinery. 
Carter made the announcement 
and stated that in addition to 
Chevron Refinery and Chevron 
Oil Field Research Company, 
OCPC member companies 
represented on the Steering 
Committee include The Boeing 
Company, Walt Disney 
Attractions. Fluor Daniel, 
SUBSCRIBE To 
THE VotcE 
Chamber of Commerce and Initially conducted in 1969 in 
other business support Los Angeles, "Minority 
organizations. Business Opportunity Day" is 
According to Carter, a full s onsored by the Orang 
agenda is being planned to C unty Purchasing Council in 
complement the Trade Fair. On odd-numbered years, and is 
the evening of February 17th, a co ducted in Los Angeles in 
Trade Fair Preview Reception even-numbered years by 
has been scheduled. A sit-down SCRPC. 
Breakfast and Program at 7:30 Additional information about 
a.m. on February 18th will kick "Minority Business Opportunity 
off Trade Fair day activities. Day" or the Orange County 
During the morning hours and Purchasing Council and its 
concurrent with the Trade Fair, programs can be obtained by 
seminars, targeted to the calling (714) 750-1083 or (213) 
interests of minority business 380-7114. 
owners, will be conducted. 
Call To Entry For 
Photographers Of All Ages 
M any photos have been taken and many books have 
been printed that capture the 
images of famous Black 
women, but few have captured 
those of "everyday" women: 
women who work two or three 
jobs to support a family; women 
who work in jobs that are 
traditionally male-oriented; 
women who struggle to keep 
their families together in 
shelters for homeless and/or 
abused women; or women who 
are caretakers to both children 
and elderly parents. 
"In Her Own Image: A Photo 
Exhibit of Black Women" 
invites professional and amateur 
photographers of all ages to 
submit photos that convey 
positive images of Black 
women. The winning photos, 
along with other entries .. will be 
developed into several exhibits 
that Wtll debut in eight cities 
across the country. One 1st 
place winner and one 2nd place 
winner will be selected in each 
of the participating cities. The 
first place prize is $250, second 
place is $100. The photo contest 
is open to residents of the 
United States residing in 
Georgia, Illinois , Louisiana, 
Michigan, Ohio , South 
Carolina, Texas and 
Pennsylvania except: staff of the 
National Council of Negro 
Women (NCNW) and 
employees of The Quaker 6ats 
Company and its agencies. No 
entry fee is required for 
participation. Contestants may 
submit up to two black-and-
white photos. The contestant's 
name, address and phone 
number must be typed or 
J%:,f;,Jf ·•ii;:.;::::.):, 7',r :-:·❖~:\-~;.::, · •::¾Tu.s~:kJ%\)NWt:'.f:?:::·:-·· :i;,•.,;. • • • ,: .. • . . :'- ··':✓i>? ,;_: :,~·.·· .. ,~·. ·':X. .. , .,.J· 
Jnternatlona!IY renownf~ancer and ·choreographer Fr~d , 
Strickletwm.teach a Master:rap class at ere Dance Studio on. 
'~turday,:iJan!-'ary>1.6t~'.:~ ·f!:30 PQlr.Sit~klerJ1a! rec~hied six~ 
. NE" (National End!)wment for,\the;{'rts) Choreographe~ 
Fellowshlps, ~s well_ps a ,qAc (~llfom!~' Ar,ts-cou~cll) Artist~ 
.. Fe,U9V(S,~lp~-·,11e· Is ,~uir!!}1!Y -~/P!,Of~Ss,o.r, .. P,.,,C~~nc~;,a~; u_.9., 
.. fHve'~lde:.tSti:tc,kl81' '.h8S''.cd,a'!-C,!dt!fnd/C~Qr'9!?gr!,Ph,ed;;,!Slncei 
1_961/ forJllm~~ ;televlslo~;,,"muslca 1, th,a,tre&!'~.d, ,111ost:'. 
/especially, for. ~ncen_"stage~,,:e>f 4~e,:-µn1t~ ·§,t,ate!l,)~.1J.rppet 
·_arid Southe~s.t Asl~. ;He ha .. s_ .. cho._ reogr . a_ phed . .i_c_.w_i_u, t~-e., _ e _ ·e _ 1_ 1al. 
Lewitzl<y Dan~-C:Ompal).Y, Eyes :~Ide. ppe,:i Dance_;[~fJ-tfe _. 
·and .the Jazz Tap •Ensef!lb_le), 11~.cJlOW per!p~~s e>Jten,as.a, 
soloist witll sy.mphony orchestras In ~orto.Q'S ~ould'.s ·;Ja.p-
Da nce -~oncerto.,:.'.~ The ;Master. iTap _'CJ~ss~ls topen ,;,o . 
Intermediate and advancedtap dancers. : ~re,,D~~e ~tudlo Is 
:1oca1eci ·at 3641 -. 9th Street, downtow,n Rlverslcte>rEn_rollme,".lt · 
will be $15 at ttie door. ·· eau (909) 787-P>707 tor.1nto11TJatR>n.';+ 
,, .r-, ;-· : ::: _M - •, _ _ ~-. ._;.· .- <t: t:<t" .;-.f1~ .;;,_······:_::.:.~~::~;):l'8'/r. " 
printed clearly and affixed to the 
back of each photograph. 
Previously published 
photographs are not eligible. 
Entries must be postmarked no 
later than Monday, February 15, 
1993 and winners will be 
notified by mail no later than 
March 2, 1993. All entries 
become the property of The 
Quaker Oats Company and will 
not be returned. All photos will 
be judged by a non-partisaJl, 
national committee in Chicago 
Man your ~ntries to! 'In He( 
Own Image" Photo Contest, c/tj 
Burrell Public Relations, 20 N-' 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
Illinois 60602. Each contestan~ 
will receive a notification o~ 
receipt, along with a copy of th~ 
official contest rules. ' 
For more information pleas~ 
call (312) 443-8709. 
No ONE BRINGS You THE 
NEWS LIKE THE VOICE 
DOES. 
THE VOICE SALUTES THE MLK HOLIDAY 
A LLYAIH.JSEI 
SLU7HEI. 
1-ATDY 
CRET? 
TE~' 
EA 
Kamille, has 
a Little 
Secret that's 
keeps her 
locked in her 
own world. 
·anuary 16, 
her world is 
going to 
explode. 
SATURDAY, J ANDARY 16 • STURGES CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS • 780 NORTH E. STREET, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 
0 DOORS OPEN AT 7:30 P.M. - CURTAIN 8 :15 P . M.FoR FURT HER 1:--JFOR\I \TIO:'ll !'LEASE CALL OAP (714) 369-4033. 
Business ·nirectory 
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m...,,su-z,.,,w., 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 683-1777 
. Otis Jones 
· ;~ Attorney At 
'· :, 
•: Law 
696 North "D" Street Suite 1 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Call Me At 
(714) 888-
5579. 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
(714~83-1777 
4166 Almond Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 
PROFESSIONAL. TOUCH 
Doors • Windows • Floor TIie • Hauling 
specializing In 
Two story and single story painting Int/ext. 
Remodeling kitchen and bathrooms. 
'
tall repair or replace 
\ 
(714)874-3831 
~ P.O. Box 2182 
. . 15 yrs. exp. Rialto, CA 92376 
Centurv 
~li 
--1 ·-
We would like to list 
and sell your home! 
Samuel & Shirley 
McClure Agents 
10689 
Magnolia Ave 
Suite #7 
Riverside, CA 
92505 
(909) 789-1175 
New & Used 
1225 North D Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
714-884-1230 
AMINAH & GRACE Up to 50% off 
~~ .. 1 J ~ 
~-1 ~ ';, ~ u-
.. !,~ ... Z ... .o ... .Z,,_! 
MANUFACTURING CO 
CHEMICAL. SANITARY & SAFETY SUPPLIES. 
«
, --BUSY BEE I CUSTOM DESIGNS 
714/682-5442 
' 
BEST VALUE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
96 Roll/500 Sheets per roll/2ply 
Only $29.00 per Case! No Minimum• 
•Sold by Case only 
Cartridge Deodorizing 
System Starter Kit 
Includes one battery operated wall dispenser, three 30-day 
Uquld cartridges (one Original, one Citrus, one Green 
Apple), three "D" she batteries and three wicks. This 
system allows the customer to sample our most popular 
fragrances to detehnlne which fragrance Is best for them. 
ONLY $2650 per Kit! No Minimum• 
<,JO\\. l(ialto AH~. Rialto, ( '.\ '>2.\76 
Phom•: 1)01>-87 .,-o I IX1X00-41> 1-9551/F.\ X: 901)-889-41 76 
---
Charles L. Stewart 
--Agency--
State Farm Insurance 
1 Specializing In 
-. •Church •Business 
, '· •Condominiums 
•Life •Apartments 
--lnsurance--
1-714-653-1133 
You Nome it, We Con Do it! 
• Additions • Remodeling • Build 
New Commercial/Residential 
20% OFF ON DRAWINGS 
Included with construction contract 
SO LET'S GET BUSY! 
DON'T GET STUNG BY UNLICENSED BUILDERS Lie. #598303 
UNIQUE COLLECTION OF AUTHENTIC: 
African clothing & fabric 
leather handbags • purses LOW 
caps/hats • home deco PRICES 
Jewelry • coral beads etc. 
open house on weekends 
Phone: (909) 887-0755 Call Stella 
Before buying African, see our selection. 
~ B Graphics And Fine Arts BRE DANCE sruo1O 
Studio Gallery And'Distribution 
14300 Elsworth Street 
Suite 104 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Artist/Owner: 
CHARLES A. BIBBS 
Phone: (714) 697-4750 
(714)684-0484 M-F 9 to 6 
Sat. 9-3 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Precession cuts 
Press & curls 
Relaxers 
~ ~ .. 
13819 Foothill Blvd. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714) 357-6993 
Home of Riverside Dance Theatre 
Ballet Jazz Tap Tumbling 
OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
CURRENTLY HAS STUDENTS 
APPEARING IN MOVIES • 
ON STAR SEARCH AND 
OTHER STATE AND 
NATIONAL COMPETITION 
Beginning thru Professiona I 
Children Teens Adults 
Private and Group Lessons 
Gyrotonic Equip 
787-8707 
. . . - . . .
call 682-6070 
for advertisement information 
WESTERN BANK MORTGAGE 
TALK TO A REAL ESTATE LENDING 
PROFESSIONAL 
ROBERT HARREL 
(909)357-1990 OR (909)276-5556 
OFFICE 
FOR THE BEST lil~E INTRAVELPLANS 
M~EaS 
23741 G. SUNNYMEAD BLVD. 
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 
714-242-3414 
.9Lnytliing (j-oes 
'Boutique · 
DISCOUNT DESIGNER 
CLOTHING 
BELOW WHOLESALE PRICES 
'Dresses •Suits• Casual ana 'Evening 'Wear 
• .Jllcu.ssories 
HAS MOVED TO 
COURTYARD CENTER 
1300 E. WASHINGTON STREET 
COLTON, CA 92324 
Next To Berean Christian Store 
215 FWY - Washington & Mt. Vernon 
Our Hours Are: 
Monday - Thursday - 11:00 - 6:15 
Friday - 11:00 to 5:30 -
714-783-3344 
Vlsa-Masterc.trd Accepted 
CARPET: REPAIR -
RESTRETCH - INSTALLATION. 
Min. 
$45..llll 
Lie.# 
389763 
Also Carpet Steam Oeaning 
Call Richard (714) 873-0771 
GENERAL 
CONTRACTOR 
UC# 515831 
THIS AD IS FOR YOU 
MOSES 
FERRELL 800-633-5545 
a ,~ Qaffoy 
Specializing in African-American Art 
6 178 Juanro Way 
!uverside, CA 92504 
(7 14) 686-8398 
Alicia & Howard Lee, 
NI\, 
MOIITGAGE COHSULTAKTS, INC. 
o you need a loan for a: Home purchase, 
Equity Loan, Debt Consolidation, Remodeling 
r Commercial Property? 
Credit Problems? We can help you! Call us at 
(714) 273-7510. WIiiiam Powell, President 
Orange Coast Mortgage Consultants 
250 East Rincon Suite 201 
Corona, CA 91719 
Best Draperies 
•AIi Carper-Linoleum $5 yd. 
•Mini Blinds - Verticals 50% off 
•Reupholstery 150.00 8ft. couch 
•Churches carpet restretch $3 yd. 
Call (714) 689-0648. 
African-American 
Gift & Bookstore 
Just Opened 
Oils, Incense, Dolls, African 
Clothes, Books, Art, and 
More ... 
Indtgo 
6510 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA (714)781-9575 
Tanya Humphery 
92506 
Umar Abdul-Hakim 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 1 0 am-8 pm • Sun 12 pm-6 pm 
--TfJe Frencn--
BR AIDERY™. , 
.. Dur f3raids 5ay It All " 
Specializir1g ir1 : \ TIM & PAUL A 
Braids 444 E Footnill Bl. F 
lr1dividuals Rialto, CA 92376 
Micros & Trees (714) 820-2797 
EXPERIENCE IT ALLf 
FASHION, G LAMOUR, BEAllrY 
R OMANCE!!! 
TREAT YOURSELF TO 
PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP 
ARTISTRY, STYLING, AND A 
DIFFERENT NEW LOOK AT •.. 
THE IMAGE MAKER 
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO 
24715-D 
5UNNYMEAD BLVD., 
MORENO VALLEY 
SPECIALIZING IN MEN AND WOMEN OF C OLOR 
CALL US TODAY AT 
(714)924-3534. 
FOR CURRENT SPECIALS! 
WE ALSO 00 PROFESSIONAL ACTING AND 
COMMERCIAL HEADSHOTS AND PORTFOLIOS. 
Office 
13800 C. Heacock St. 
Suite 214 
Moreno Valley, CA 92558 
CAPITOL AMERICAN 
BARON E. SUMMERS 
Sales: 714-999-9347 
Service & Cla ims: 
(800) 541-1225 
DISTRICT MANAGER 
Malling Address 
P.O. Box 51 8 
1000 Pa lms, CA92276-0518 
DON'T HAVE HOME CHURCH? 
WHY GO TO LAS VEGAS? . 
Remodeled historical decorated Chapel & recptlon 
Halls. ll'lcludes: Minister, Organist &_water fountains. 
License also available hffli:· .holds 2-300 guests. 
Semi Formal - $125 • Formal -$250 
Formal Wedding &' Reception - $550 
Basic Wedding 
Incl. Lie. - $91 
Call for many other services 
and Wedding programs. 
VICTORY CHAPEL 
884-6105 
"Sen-ing the Co11111111 11i(r lt'ith Quality Care and bpert Semce." 
23080 D-220 Alcssandn, Bin i• ~l< >rt·m, \'alll'y. C:\ (714) 656-4131. > ·· 1:----------------~ NexttoGar11c Aose 1Blouses ....................................... $2.50 I .JC anc:t Don Jose 
ILaundry Shirts .......................... $1.00 I j __ ~ 
IPants •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .$2.00 11 u: l><J g I $4 Alessandro 1s uits ......................•......•.•............ .75 I 
IDresses .................•...•......••....••... $4.75 I 
l(Silk X-tra) I L----------------~ 
\'. f >Pf ll A If l )l J P '"" w i-, 
PLA NT 
ON PREMI SES 
. 
-------------· I SPECIAL I 
:DRAPERY: 
I PER PI-EAT LINED I 
: 7 9 ~ AT:::N~O~~:A : 
Mu~t present coupon w,lh 1nc0ffllng Of'Olrs, I 
I nol valid with other offers • Expires Feb 93 I 
-------------
0'.';I· I)\'\< 1.1-..\'.';IN<, Sl·. H\'I< I. • PICK - l ' P a nd l>l ·. 1.1\ l · HY 
O°'I' I> \Y .\I TI.H .\TIO'.'; SEH\ I< I' • :\I.\STEH L\11 .0H 0'.'; SI 11 
,, 
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¥FONTANA 
,,,,,,-
Methodist 
Bethel AME 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714) 350-9401 
aptist 
ommunity Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
(714) 350-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
}.'lorning Worship 
B.T.U. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
5:00p.m. 
.P.rayer and Bible 
. StudyWed. 
. Ephesian New Testament 
··Rev. Emory James, Pastor 
16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
.:-F...ontana, CA 
~ 714) 823-3400 
KPRO 1570AM 
(•(see ad for services) 
7:00 p.m. 
,,,----------
'. eventh Day Adventist 
'Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
.!.7347 Juniper Ave. 
Fontana, Ca 
(v14) 822-4349 
1, --------~ 
on Denominational 
. Loveland 
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
116888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
·1(714) 899-0777 
:(see ad for services) 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christian 
"-Fellowship 
'E'. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
•,:_n750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(714)423-3035 
Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m. · 
MORENO VALLEY 
Methodist 
Perris Valley Ministry of the 
United Methodist Church 
' ' Rev. Charles E. Washington 
Meeting At Rainbow Ridge 
E lementary School 
New Covenant Bible Church 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitching 
St., Comer of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(714) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 
Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. 
PERRIS 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
(714) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Sunday Worship 
First Baptist Church · 
Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
277 E. Fifth Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(See ad for services) 
Seventh Day Advenlist 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
Pastor Jesse Wilson 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
(714) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
Sabbath School 
Morning Worship 
Adventist 
Youth Program 
REDLANDS 
Baptist 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00 a:m. 
4:00p.m. 
Community Missionary Baptist 
939 Clay 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(714) 793-2380 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
Pastor A. Green 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
(714)793-1074 
Sunday Worship 
Church School 
Morning Worship 
9:15 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
Religion 
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Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 874-5851 
The Living Word Deliverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
12:30pm 
Wednesday Night: 7:00 pm 
RIVERSIDE 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009 Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(714) 686-9406 
Amos Temple CME 
2719 11th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(See ad for services) 
Baptist 
Antioch Missionary Baptist 
Pastor Phillip Scott 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA 92504 
(714) 688-7872 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
.Canaan Baptist Church_ 
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riverside, CA 94504 
(714)353-1010 
Sunday Bible Study 
. Sunday Worship 
Sunday Training 
Tuesday Church 
Workers Meeting 
Prayer & Bible 
Study Meetings 
Wednesday 
9: 15 a.m. 
11:00 a.m . 
6:00p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Come & See Baptist Church 
24528 Sunnymead Blvd. Suite C 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(714) 486-9864 
Dr. E. Jones 
School of Wisdom 9:30 a.m. 
semces at calvary XrrowfieaJ 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Mission 
Wed. Bible Study 
Sat. Choir Rehearsal 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
l:30p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris 
215 Big Springs Rd. 
Riverside, CA 92507 · 
P.O. Box 55743 
(714) 787-7743 
Sunday Services 
Song& 
Praise Service 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
11:00 a.m. 
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist 
Rev. H. Bratton 
6021 Liminite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
(714)788-2500 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Worship & Praise 
11 :00 a.m. 
12:30p.m. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
Anthony Pascall, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 682-9810 
Saturday Service 
Song Service 
Sabbath School 
Church Service 
Adventist Youth 
Services 
Mid-Week Service 
Wednesday Evening 
Youth Bible Service 
Friday Evening 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
9:15 a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
•- ll ;OOa.m. 
4:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(714) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 
Devotion & Worship 
BYPU (1st) 
Evening 
9:00a.m. 
9:30a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
5:30p.m. 
6:00p.m. 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 
Round Table Prayer 
Sunday school 
Morning Worship 
:Baptist Training 
9:20 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
iUriion/Evening Worship 6:00 p.m. 
'Tues. Teachers 
Meeting 
Wed. Prayer Meeting & 
Bible Study 
7:00p.m. 
7:00p.m. 
"Blood Bought" Deliverance 
Ministries 
(Ari inter-denominaticnal Ministry) 
Pastor Patrick Belton 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School - 10:30 -11:45 
Worship Service - 12:00 noon 
(Temp Location): Holiday INN-
Crown Room, 1200 University 
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92507 
Call (714) 788-2563 for info. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th SL 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714)684-6923 
Worship Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Service 
Evening Service 
Bible Study 
Tuesday 
General Service 
Friday 
9:30 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
6:30p.m . 
7:30p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
:Church Of Godin Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
Pastor: Elder Bobby Davis 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 am. 
Evening Service 6:30 am. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, January 14, 1993 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship · 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
6770 Magnolia 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714)684-9160 
· Sun<Jay Service Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 684-7532 . 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9: 15 a.m.f 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m.' 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.,. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. · 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Service 
RUBIDOUX 
9:30 a.m. 
11:00a.m. •· 
6:00 p.m. a. 
Bright Star Missionary Baptist 
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
5306ODEL 
Rubidoux, CA 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
B.T.U. 
Evening Service 
' 8:00a.m., 
9:30 a.m.1 
11:00 a.m . 
5:30 p.m. 
7:00p.m . . 
l Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon Street 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 686-1580 
Apostolic/Pentecostal Institute of Divine 
Riverside Faith Temple Metaphysical Research 
Revs. J. & B. Sims William Beamon 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue (714) 823-2200 
Riverside, CA 92507 (Meeting Place) 
(714)788-0170 582 W. Valley Blvd. 
New Joy Baptist Church Sunday Services Colton, CA 92324 Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:45 p.m Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church Sunday School 9:30 a.m. Mailing Address-P.O . B ox 001 2 
4491 Kansas Ave. Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Fontana, CA 92324 
Friendship Missionary Riverside, CA Evening Worship 6:30 p.m. (Meeting Times) 
Baptist Church (see as for services) Tuesday • 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm 
l5950 Indian Ave., MV 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
RIALTO lPra::s::to::r::L::eo::n::T::h::o::m:p:so:n:==~---::::::-:==::::----,-rN=o...:n...:D...:en...:o...:m...:ina=:=t1...:·o=na=l-======~ a.S_u_n_d"".a:y:-:l::;l ::OO;;;a:m::--1_:00~ p8m= l] -------------------. -= BETHEL A.M.E CHURCH ANOS TENPLE ;;,,,,, 
16262 Baseline Ave. 1'119 11th St. 
Fontana, CA 92335 Riverside, CA 91507 
(714)350-9401 (714)883-1517 
~ 
.• 
; SUNDAY SERVICES 
:: Morning Service 8:00 a.m. 
: Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
·, Sunday Service 10:45 a.m. 
:: Women In Prayer 
·; After Sunday Serive 
,, 
·, Prayer Meeting 
' 
·: Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
ible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m. 
Worship Witl1. Us At 
L O ';es~ is'to~ N D 
Sunday Worship IA>calion: 
Etlwanda High School 
13S00 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
•• 
• ;: Service Times: 
t. 8:00 a.m. ~ Hallelujah Service 
-~ 11:00 a.m. 
Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor 
:~ Catbedral Worship Loveland Church Administration Offices· 
-~ 6 :00 p.m. 13053 Baseline Road 
~ The Great Family Assembly Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 
t ,;.-· ~------...;,_'--_;_----;_· _:;:,-_1_14-_8:...9-9-_01_1_1 ~-~~~ - -~ 
) 
) 
) 
Ii 
. ' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Raymond Turner, Pastor 
1583 West Union Street 
P.O. Box 7333 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
Temple 
Missionary 
Baptist 
;Church 
· Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Teen Summit Tuesday 
Wed Night Prayer 
Wed Night Bible Study 
9:45AM . 
8:00AM 
& 11:00AM 
7:00PM 
6:30PM 
7:00 PM 
Worship Services 
Norning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Norning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study 
Rev. Washington Wednesday 1:30 p.m. 
1 First Baptist Church : 
277 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (714) 657-3767 
1 WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am 
Morning Worship - 10:45 am 
Bible Study & Choir Practice- 6:00 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class - 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm 
Wednesday Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Prayer Praise • 7:00 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
Worship Services 
Sunday: 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Evening Worship 
Tuesday: 
9:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
6:00 p.m. 
Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
_"I:veryone Is Welc_ome" ;· 
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2 911 Ninth Stree t 
R iverside , CA 92 50 2 
(7 14)684-7 5 32 
S unday Se r vices 
Sunda y S c hool 9:15 a . m. 
D e vot ional Servi ce s 10: 15 a.m . 
N urs ery Ope n e d 10: 15 a . m . 
Wednesday 
Bible S tudy 7:45 p.m. ,,,. 
P r a y e r S e rvice s 7 :00 p . m. ,,.,,,, 
Pastor T. E lls worth 
California Street Church Of 
Christ 
2828 N. California Street 
San Bernardino,_ California 
(714) 887-5213 
Courtney Carruthers, Pastor 
Order of Services 
G antt, II 
Sunday Morning Bible Class ................................. 9:45 am 
Sunday Morning Worship .................... ................ 11:00 am 
, Sunday Evening Worship ........................ ............... 6:00 pm 
Tuesday Teen Bible Study ................................ ~······6:00 pm 
Wednesday Bible Study .......................................... 7:00 pm 
ST. PAUL A.M.E. 
CHURCH 
, 1355 W. 21st. Street 
i San Bernardino , CA 9241 
: (714)887 - 1718 
I 
· Sunday Worship 
Service 
Sunday School 
Wednesday 
Blble Study 
11 a . m. · 
9 :30 a.m . 
7:00 p.m . . 
Rev. Charl es Brooks 
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IEFS Reception For Bishop Anderson Held At St. Paul 
Church; Rev. William Jacks, 
Presiding Elder, Central Los 
Angeles District of the A.M.E. 
Church; and Rev. Charles 
Brooks, Senior Pastor, St. Paul 
A.M.E. Church. 
· · ittrr:tii · · · · ·· ··-·-· ·· · ttrnmmr -· - · 
Jackson Southernaires 
Come To New Jerusalem 
.__ D & C Productions present 
the Legendary Jackson 
Southernaires of Jackson, 
Mississippi. They will be 
perfonning the singles: "Don't 
Look Down On Man", "No 
Tears In Heaven" and "He Keep 
On Blessing Me" from their 
Stellar award winner album 
"Miracle" on Friday, January 22, 
1993, 7:00 pm at New Jerusalem 
Baptist Church, 1649 North 
Mount Vernon Ave, San 
Bernardino. 92411. 
Tickets are $8 in advance $11 
at the door, ages 6-12 $3 at the 
door only. For more infonnation 
call (909) 885-7881. 
An Evening To Remember 
The St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal 
Church family hosted Bishop 
Vinton R. Anderson, President 
of the World Council of 
Churches and Bishop of the 
Fifth Episcopal District of the 
African Methodist Episcopal 
Church on Saturday January 9, 
1993. 
Participants in the program 
included: The Rev. Canon D. 
Bruce McPherson, President of 
the Southern California 
Ecumenical Council; The Rev. 
Kendall Baker. Past President of 
the San Bernardino Clergy 
Association; Rev. Shermella 
Garrett-Egson, Pastor, Allen 
Chapel A.M.E. Church, Walters 
Riverside, Cal; Dr. Moses 
Walters, President , Local Lay 
Organization of the A.M.E. 
Church; Ms. Kay Kelly-Collins, 
Area Leader, Missionary 
Society; Dr. LaMar Foster, 
Pastor, New Hope Baptist 
The program opened with 
selections from the St. Paul 
Jewel and Youth Choirs. 
Scripture was g iven by Rev. 
Ronald Woods, Bethel A.M.E. 
Blythe Ca.; Prayer was given by 
Rev. Frank Gray, Quinn A.M.E. 
Church, Moreno Valley, Ca.; 
Musical Selection was rendered 
by the Wings of Grace Choir, st 
Paul A.M.E. Church. 
Dr. Juanita Scott, Trustee · of 
the St. Paui A.M.E. Church 
presented the William K. Jacks 
Library, The St. Paul A.M.E. 
Church Annex, the Youth 
Center and the A.L. Carter 
House for dedication to the 
Bishop. 
Reception for Bishop 
Anderson sponsored by the 
Courtesy Committee of St. Paul 
A.M.E. was held immediately 
following the dedicatory 
service. "To God Be the Glory 
For the Great Things He Has 
Done." 
San Bernardino Christian 
Centre proudly presents their 
first Annual Valentine's Special, 
"An Evening to Remember" on! 
Sunday, February 14, 1993, 6:00 
pm at 1214 S. Waterman, San 
Bernardino. 
This event includes: dining, 
dated memorabilia (personalized 
glasses to keep), personal 
presentations (from you the 
guest-to your sweetheart). Plus 
live entertainment provided by 
the Inland Empire's own Gospel 
Singer, C.J .. 
Recoliding Artist Beau Williams 
Headlines Gospel Extravaganza 93' 
Tickets are $25.00 per couple, 
call (909) 885-2225 or (909) 
874-5468 for more infonnation. 
Urgent: One Hundred 
Voices Are Needed 
One hundred voices are 
needed for a one hundred voice 
multi-cultural youth choir to 
perform Sunday, February 7, 
1993, 3:30 pm at Ecclesia 
Christian Fellowship, 16th St 
SDA Church), 16th Street & 
Medical Center Drive. 
Youth, ages 7 to 18, are 
encouraged to come out. For 
rehearsal times call Ecclesia 
Christian Fellowship Church at 
(909) 421-0432. 
International Folk Dancing 
At Temple Emanu El 
W hat is believed to be the largest gospel 
music concert ever held in the 
Inland Empire will take place at 
6:30 pm, January 23, at the 
Orange Show Pavilion in San 
Bernardino. 
Headed by the renowned 
gospel recording artist Beau 
Wtlliams and supporting church 
mass choirs from Riverside, 
Loveland, Son-Rise Ministries 
and Collage, the event will 
usher in Black History month 
for the entire community. 
Guest soloist, Lawrence White, 
from the Church of the Living 
God will likewise perform. 
Pastor, Ernest Dowdy, and 
the congregation of the Church 
of the Living God are hosting 
this gala evening of "gospel in 
its finest form." All proceeds 
will be used to upgrade the 
church structure (the oldest in 
the city of Highland, California) 
to building code requirements 
for official recognition as a key 
State Historic Site. Although 
recognized by the city of 
Highland as a historic site, this 
will be the first attempt for 
gaining state wide acceptance 
under historic preservation 
requirements. 
Pastor Dowdy states that the 
concerts principal goals are to 
bring a "spirit of cohesive 
Christian living to the faithful in 
our area, while at the same time, 
showcasing for rhe entire 
community the God given 
message of inspiration, joy and 
hope ingrained in gospel 
music. " 
The featured artist , Beau 
Williams, a former Ed 
McMahon Star Search winner 
launched his career into gospel 
music via a 1989 project aptly 
entitled "Wonderful." This well 
balanced collection of 
f 
. -· -~ traditional and contemporary 
favorites debuted at the number 
nine sport on Billboard's 
spiritual chart and retained on o 
the top listing for over a year. 
His work also earned a coveted 
Dove award for song of the yea 
and other prestigious 
nominations ranging from 
Grammy awards, Stellar awards 
and the James Cleveland's 
Gospel Music Workshop. 
The concert begins promptly 
at 6:30 pm. Tickets are priced 
at $10.00 in advance or $11.00 
at the gate. For ticket outlet 
locations please call (909) 882-
1680. 
Cafe Shalom, an evening of 
international folk dancing, will 
be held on Saturday, January 23, 
1993 from 7:30 pm to 10:00 pm 
at Temple Emanu El, 35th. 
and E Streets, San Bernardino 
Instruction takes place during 
the first hour followed by 
requests. All are invited to 
attend. Admission donation is 
$4.00 for adults and $2.00 for 
children under 12. 
For information call (909) 
886-4818. 
THE VOICE SALUTES THE MLK HOLIDAY 
RIVERSIDE FAITH 
TEMPLE MINISTRIES 
2355 Pennsylvania 
Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 788-0170 
I COME WORSHIP 
WITH US 
YOU'LL LOVE IT! PASTORS JOE & BEA SIMS 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Prayer .................................... .......................... ......... 8:30a.m. 
Sunday School ........................................................... 9:30a.m. 
Mor~ing Service ·············:···· .. ··· .. : ............................ 11:00a.m. 
Evening Classes/Worship Service ......... ............... 6:30p.m. 
. . • I I t I I 
9:15 a.m. 
_ 9:30 a.m. 
,,... ... 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 
Worship Hour 
Church of God In Christ 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(714) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mnt. Vernon 
9:30a.m. 
11:00a.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(714) 381-2662 
I , 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir;Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(714) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
(see ad for services) 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 887•2138 
'Sunday 
Sunday Worship 
9:30 a.m. 
10:45 a.m. 
Family Christian 
Fellowship Church 
945 Foothill Blvd. Suite A 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 820-7673 
"Come Worship" 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m. 
Thursday Night Bible Study 
- 7:00p.m. 
Friday Night Youth In Action 
- 7:00p.m. 
Monday-Frid ay 
(Highnoon Prayer) 
Saturday Soul Winning 
Wednesday 
Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(714) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School IO a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 a.m. 
Wednesday Bible 
Study 
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. 
Mt. Rose Misswn Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11 :00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Life Misswnary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday 
Worship Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Sunday-
Children's Church 11 :00 a.m. 
Monday-
Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m.-
I 
Photo By Hooks 
Quinn AME Is On The Move 
T he Quinn African Methodist Episcopal 
Church of Moreno Valley is on · 
the move. Since the Rev. Frank 
Gray was appointed to this 
church in September 1992 a 
tremendous change has taken 
place. Rev. Gray gave the 
church ten objectives he wanted 
to accomplish in the first year of 
his pastorate at the Quinn 
A.M.E. Church. Among the 
things he wanted to accomplish 
was one hundred new members, 
community outreach, youth 
empowerment, and an improved 
organizational structure. 
Under the leadership of Rev. 
Gray the Quinn A.M.E. Church 
has taken in 35 new members, 
and has grown from 60 to 95 
with a constant growth pattern. 
One of the key changes that has 
taken place is the move from a 
school facility to their present 
location at 22920 Alessandro 
Blvd., Moreno Valley. This new 
location will allow the church to 
expand on the outreach ministry. 
With the capable staff of six 
ministers, eight boards and 
commissions; this church is on 
the move for the Lord. 
The city of Moreno Valley 
has experienced some hate crime 
incidents recently. The need for 
minority churches to develop a 
strong bond is great. We must 
establish unity in the 
community. The challenge for 
the government , on every level, 
is to provide service to tlie 
people of color regardless of 
skill, or economic plight There 
are some institutional prejµdiees 
which must not survive the 90's. 
Recent news reports indicated 
that minorities are fired more 
often than Whites in the State.o f 
California. The reason this ·s 
allowed to continue is because 
there are person who work in tfie 
highest positions of government, 
and in the private sector who do 
not accept equality, affirmative 
action, or non-discrimination 
policies as a pan of their mo21e 
of operation. We need civ'.il 
rights organizations, and cultural 
foundations to keep an 
awareness on public as well :as 
private enterprises. 
Moreno Valley is a new city 
by most standards [organized ip 
1984], and it has a chance ,at 
making all it's citizens proud fil2d 
safe. The Quinn A.M.E. Church 
is about being a integrate part .of 
the community. Everyone i~ 
welcome to come and join in the 
fastest growing church in the 
valley. Every person must look 
withing themselves and ask 
whether they are ready to make a 
difference for christ. The Quinn 
A.M.E. Church is the place for 
family worship, and improve'd 
family values. ' ' 
Friday 
Deadline For Press Releases: 
Quinn AME 
Church 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
P.O. Box 8091 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
(Currently Meeting at Badger 
Springs Middle School, 24750 
Delphinium St., Corner of Indian 
and Delphinium) 
(714) 486-9399 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 9 a .m. 
Morning Worship 10 a.m. 
I 
Bible Study 7 p.m. Wednesday (Please call for location). 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(714)887-3013 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 am. 
Celebration Service 11:00 a.m. 
Evangelic Service 6:30 p.m. 
All day fasting and prayer 
Prayer Meeting 
Friday 
St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
Tuesday 
7:30p.m. 
San Bernardino, CA 9241 1 
(714) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
I ::: I : 
i t I ' I t ' ' I ' . I 
not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
Moreno Valley 
Quinn Chapel AME 
(Services Held At:) 
24750 Delphinium 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(714) 486-9399 / 486-9389 
9am 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 
Church Service 
Bilbe Study · 
10am 
Wednesday ., : 
7 pm I 
(For more information call) 
Grace Bethel MBC 
10250 Cypress Ave 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(714)352-1688 
Sunday School 
, Evening Worship 
•• I 
... I 
' 
' I 
9:30a.m. : 
7:30 p.m. 
(2nd &4thj 
• I Monday Evangelism 7:00 p.m. , 
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 p.m. : 
I 
... 
' 
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Vi High PotencY -f 
ltarnin with Mine'' 
Thrtlty Vitamins 
• 11tH111 C. 1000mg. 2so·s. 
RH. 11.N 
• ffllllll E. 400 I.U. 250's. 
RH. 10.111 
• Clltrl-lltl. 250's. 
REI. 11.N 
• Tllerlmll-ll. 250's. 
RH. 11.N 
• lltlall B Complex with C. 250's. 
REI. 11.N 
• · ··••.••❖,.•· 
COMPARE 
TO NATIONAL 
BRANDS 
Choose From A 
Wide Selection Of 
1 Popular Cosmetics 
In Selected Styles 
And Shades 
FnaF-llllln: 
Coke 
2 liter bottle. 
Regular or Diet. 
Assorted varieties. 
109 ~ VALU( 
Coke, Sprite or Dr. Pepper 
12-oz. cans. Regular or diet. 
Assorted varieties. 
Thursday, January 14, 1993 
IAIIJAY PATEL 
,0 HEAD PHARMACIST 
YOUR THRlm PNAR•c, ... 
THE HEAL THY DIFFERENCE 
IS SERVICE! 
FOR A NWTHIER YOU nus YWI 
If YO!J resolve to eat better exerc:188 .. 
routinely, Quit smoki or ' 
stressful lifestyle ng manage 8 
for his ...... .:- Then' see your doctor 
au""':"· come and see 
us. Your Thrifty pharmacist will help 
any way ~ can. Be sure to ask for 
at:'Y free information that may be 
avallable on various health subjects. 
*COIIEIIEICE "IIRIICE "OUAUTY 
OUR RI FOR YOUR CO•PLm 
IATISFACTIOI 
lHRFTY ACCEPTS OVER 3000 
~~ 
Nestle 
'Sw11t Success' ChDCllate 
Flavond Diet Powder 
12.42-oz. Creamy Milk Chocolate, Dark 
Fudge, Chocolate Almond, Chocolate 
Chip or Chocolate Raspberry Truffle. 
RH.I.N 
49! 
'Sw•t Success' Variety Pack 
7 packets. Assorted flavors. REI. •· 79 
37! 
·sw11t SIICCIII' Rudy-To-Drlnll 
10-oz. Milk or Dark Chocolate. RH. 1.111 
99cEA 
K11bllr Zesta Crackers 
16-oz. Original flavor. While stocks last. 
99CEA 
• • C. 
Henfanl or HOl'IIIII Comed Beef 
12-oz. While stocks last. 
1•! 
Coors Beer 
12-oz. bottles. Regular, Light or Ory. 
'See ooupon in store for mail-In rebate oaidltiona. 
51•~~ 
I 00 Less mfr's • mu-in rebate" 
:' 
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Duncell Alkalne 
Batteries 
4-pack. 'AA' or 'AAA'. 
· REI. 3.39 23! 
ICDTYI 
-1~-. - . , , -, -CLJTfX-. . - , 
I AlMA)!l (BE.YtPNI 
lllnJflrlNlllllcllllo 
lllllllllcalat. 
111111111 .., 1-, 1Y ltn. 
Ja!2!! 12 PICK l'WSCA -•.tUa Final cost after rebate 
·-~ ~ ... ~,, ,4/t•• 
I -- I 
I MANUFACTURERS' I 
I CIIIPONS I I I 
·-------------· 
Kleenex Facial Tissues 
175 count Regular, 150 count Softique or 
108 count Ultra; Upright 95 count Regular, 
85 count Boutique or 70 count Ultra. 
REB. 1.0II AID 1.111 EA. 
See 1he White Pages Of Your Phone Book For 1he Thrifty Or Thrifty Jr. Nearest You 
Not All Items, Depa,h,WMII Or Prices Advertised Are Available At Thrifty Jr. Stores. 
Scotlowels •1111Roll 
Double the towels. Strong & absorbent. 
2.34~~ 
-35C~~-
Our AcMl1illng Polley: N an 111m Is nat dlscrhd III reduacl or salt, It may be at the iwaular prb. A ....,lar prtc.1 though nat l'lduced, Is an oUlllandlna wlue. Our lmnllon is la have ~ ad-1lled 111111 In llodt and on our shelves. II your local llarl ahould run out of any alvwtisid 111111 during the ICIII period, or ahould on Item not anift M la un'°'- drainlllancies, 
the 11111'1 wil ..,. a Coutt.y Card (ialndieck) on NqUttt for the 111111 la be purchased at the salt prb WMl'IVlf avaWilt. This ci- not CIIIDIY la dearanct and daet-out ICllts or to 
tpeclal puidiaNs w'-' qucn1111s en linllN1ollodt~ No1CM11aclealen. Umltrtghls-.d. . 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, MOST ffORES NOW 
CARRY A SELEOION OF FRESH MILi AID DAIRY PRODUffl 
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Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Orator Visits Inland Empire 
Reverend Dennis M. Brown 
has been compared to Dr. King 
since he first delivered King's "I 
Have A Dream" speech in 1975. 
Since, then, Brown has visited 
several schools and museums. 
Now the pastor of Magnolia Mt. 
Baptist Church, 216 E. 31st in 
Los Angeles, Brown will bring 
his delivery to the · Inland 
Empire. Below are upcoming 
dates: 
Jan. 15, 1993, Rialto High 
School; Jan. 22, 1993, S.B .. 
Valley College; Feb. 2, .1993, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle 
School; Feb. 8, 1993, Redlands 
High; Feb. 12, 1993, Chaffey, 
College and Feb. 19, 1993, 
Frisbie Middle School. 
In the Inglewood, Brown will 
visit Crossier Middle School, 
Monroe Junior High and 
Morningside High School 
during February. 
Rev. Brown will also aide 
presentations at his church on 
Feb. 21, 1993 at 3:30 p.m. 
Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Luncheon Planned 
The Rialto Freedom and 
Cultural Society presents its 
Fifth Annual Spectacular 
Luncheon on Sunday, January 
17, 1993 in honor of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. The event will 
begin at 2 p.m. at El Rancho 
Verde Country Club in Rialto. 
Retired, Lt. General Thomas 
Clifford will be the guest 
speaker. 
The event asks for a $12 
donation. ,For more information,' 
call 383-5251 or 820-6001. 
5th Dimensions Will 
Perform At RCC 
The 5th Dimensions will 
perform at Riverside 
Community College's Landis 
Auditorium Saturday, January 
23, 1993 at 8 p.m. Ticket prices 
are $19.50 and $18. For more 
information call 684-9337. 
Registration Under Way 
For ROP Spring 
Semester 
· Registration for the Colton-
Redlands-Yucaipa Regional 
Occupational Program's 
spring semester is under way. 
The ROP offers tuition-free, 
quality job training in more 
than 40 vocational and techni-
cal occupations in agriculture, 
business, health careers, home 
economics, and industry & 
technology. 
ROP courses are based 
upon current and future labor 
market demands. ROP course 
offerings are limited to those 
occupations where there is 
reasonable expectation of 
employment, and where there 
is sufficient student interest 
and need. 
For more information, call 
793-3115. 
RTA To Hold Public 
Hearing 
Western Riverside County 
residents are invited to attend 
two Riverside Transit Agency 
public hearings to be held at 
1825 Third Street in 
Riverside. 
The second public hearing 
pertains to proposed new 
RTA route. Route 26 is 
intended to provide "express" 
service from the Moreno 
Valley area to UCR, down-
town Riverside and the 
Downtown Terminal during 
commute hours only, begin-
ning in February 1993. 
A map of the proposed 
route is available by calling 
the RTA Planning Manager 
Cis LeRoy at (909) 684-0850. 
· &~~JJJ~ . 1Pf~~\ 
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RCC Holds King Day Celebrations 
Students of RCC and the King's struggle and his impact 
African-American Student on society." 
Movement (AASM) clubs. A luncheon in the Hall of Fame 
Dr. Burns will speak at noon in will follow Burns' speech. 
McDermont Hall on the Luncheon tickets may be pur-
chased for $6 by Tuesday, 
January 12, by calling Smith at 
684-3240, ext. 3130. 
Dr. leona Williams, superinten-
dent of the Val Verde Unified 
School District, will speak at the 
celebration to be held on the 
Tiger's Den Patio at RCC's 
Moreno Valley Campus. E mmet Burns, Jr., Ph.D., a candidate for the posi-
tion of director of the National 
Association for the 
Advancement ·of Colored 
Persons (NAACP), will be the 
featured speaker at one of two 
Martin Luther King, Jr. birthday 
celebrations on Thursday, 
January 14 at Riverside 
Community College. Both 
events are free and are spon-
sored by the Associated 
Riverside City Campus. Katie ..,,:t,..,.' ----------,------------------------" ~.,.---
Smith, assistant professor of ;i 
reading and AASM advisor, 
says, "We've chosen Dr. Burns 
because of the historical per-
spective he can give us. He is a 
protege' of (civil rights activist) 
Medger Evers, and he has expe-
rienced a lot of African-
American progress. We want 
him to share his views of Dr. 
hurch Women United Installed 1993"'0fflcers At St. aul 
AME Church--Rev. Charles Brooks, Senior Pastor St. 
Paul ~ME Church San Bernardino Installed officers of 
Cliurch Women United for 1993. Rev. Brooks stated, 
~e officers who have been elected to direct the work 
of the organizations for the coming _years may be likened 
to frees." Rev. Brooks also spoke from the subject 
"Epiphany 1993". The following officers were Installed: 
President ·• Bonnie Bonxvllle, Vice-President- LIiiian 
Taylor, S~retary - Linnie Sutton,, Treasurer- Myrtle Ross, 
and Spiritual Leader Beatrice Wllcots. 
~ 
CHURCH WOMENS UNITED INSTALLED OFFICERS 
IN A PLACE KNOWN FOR PERFECT WEATHER, WE'RE 
WORKING TO IMPROVE THE BUSINESS CLIMATE. 
1-800,.3-EDISON 
• At Edison, we understand that your company's success is vital to our state's 
economy. So we have made a commitment to offer services which will help 
businesses remain competitive while remaining in California. -
• Our Business Retention Consultants will help find real solutions to many of 
your challenges - not just your energy concerns. And we!. offer these confidential services free 
of charge. We also work in partnership with state and local governments, other utilities, 
and economic development organizations to get you in touch with others who can help. 
• • In addition, we offer a variety of energy programs which include energy 
efficiency rebates and incentives, rat e options, free energy audits, and more. And our 
Customer Technology Applicati o n C enter (CTAC) showcases the latest in electric 
technologies, such as new, more energy~efficient lighting. • Because in the debate over jobs 
. ~ 
versus the environment, Edison believes with a little creative energy we can have both. l 
. If y ou feel that your company could use our help, give us a call at 1~800~3~EDISON. 
Southern California Edison e 1992 South~m Callfoml& Edison 
C R E A T I V E E N E R G Y 
\ ' 
\ 
• 
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1:>r. King Was An Advocate For Non-Violence 
Together 
~We Can 
MORENO VALLEY 
NEWS 
By Charles Ledbetter 
Together We Can: "I will 
· give you a new heart and put a 
I 
I !@!/ 
i ~r-~;~· ~~~·::~~; 
: , ' · did newly elected 
. ·- Hall of Farner Reggie 
ackson ~ hit 30 or more 
omeruns in his 
areer? ............... . ! Down: The Lakers 18-14 
ecord at this writing is 
dmirable, but after further 
t:;aker Coach, Pfund, did 
~t stay around to watch 
t~elr defeat. 
&view it should be a source of 
~bneern for their new coach 
~andy Pfund. I Up & down: After starting the 
92-93 campaign down, by 
1 sing· two of three games, the 
akers then went up, posting 11 
ins in their next 14 games. 
hey then proceeded to go 
wn, losing five of their next 
x contests . Dispite their 
i, consistency, only seven NBA 
9Jubs have more victories. 
i Ups: · The Lakers have posted perfect 4-0 record this season ainst the two teams that rticipated in the 1992 NBA nals, Chicago (2-0) and 
fortland (2-0) ...... .in fact, the 
~akers own a higher winning 
~ercentage this season against 
!ponents with a plus .500, than ose who sport a sub .500 cord. 
~ I 
new spirit in you." Ezekiel 
36:26 This verse was on a slip 
of paper I received from a 
young man while I sat reading 
"A Testament of Hope" in the 
Moreno Valley Mall. 
Dr. King was attempting to 
put a new heart and spirit in 
America. It seems as if this new 
spirit is being lost or maybe just 
tossed aside in the 90's. I am of 
the opinion that time has come 
for all people to have a part in 
this move toward sanity. King 
proved that, if we work together 
as a team for peace, we can do a 
lot of great things for modem 
day society. 
I will share with you a 
portion of one of Dr. King's 
addressees as he explained his 
attitude concerning nonviolence. 
He spoke with spirit, as he said, 
"And so I say to you today that I 
still stand by nonviolence. And 
I am still convinced that it is the 
most ootent weaoon available to 
Downs: The Lakers went 
down to the Miami Heat 101-89, 
suffering their first ever loss to 
an expansion team at the Magic-
less Forum in Inglewood, thus 
continuing their trend of losing 
to teams they should beat and 
beating teams they should lose 
to. 
The Lakers play was so bad 
Harold Miner was 
spectacular In limited 
minutes. 
or Miami's play was so good, 
coach Pfund could not stand to 
watch it. He got tossed after 
receiving back-to-back 
technicals in the later stages of 
the third quarter. 
Many in the crowd of 14,956, 
including I, came to see ex USC 
star Harold Minor and he did not 
disappoint. Minor hit all six of 
his shot attempts in only 11 
minutes for 13 quick points. But 
Heat coach Kevin Loughery did 
the Negro in his struggle for 
justice in this country. And the 
other thing is that I am 
concerned about a better world. 
I'm concerned about justice. I 
am concerned about 
brotherhood. I am concerned 
about truth. And when one is 
concerned about these, He can 
never advocate violence. For 
through violence you may 
murder a murdered but you can't 
murder murder. Through 
violence you may murder a liar, 
but you can't establish truth. 
Through violence you may 
murder a hater, but you can't 
murder hate. Darkness can not 
put out darkness. Only light can 
do that." 
It would be wonderful if we 
would use the light of 
intelligence to help overcome 
the darkness of hatred and 
ignorance. We need help in our 
homes, schools throughout our 
citv and all over the Red and 
disappoint the crowd, turning a 
deaf ear to the "Harold," 
"Harold," chant that echoed the 
Forum for most of the fourth 
quarter. He finally relented and 
inserted Minor with a little more 
_than 2 minutes left to play in the 
game. 
"I wish I could have played a 
little more, but coach has the say 
in how much I play," 
deadpanned Minor. "I felt good 
and most of my family and 
friends were here." 
I for one cannot understand 
the insensitive manner in which 
coach Loughery responded . 
After all his team held a 20 
point lead and Harold was in the 
'zone'. If Minor would have 
played more, he no doubt would 
have scored 30 point. Lighten-
up coach, lighten-up! 
To the Lakers, -1 still believe 
they will make the playoffs. If 
Worthy regains his touch and 
Scott's puppies mend, the 
Lakers could get on the up and 
find themselves in the upper 
echelon of the Pacific 
Division ........... ...... . 
Bo testing uncharted 
waters: Bo knows, but here is 
something Bo doesn't know. 
How will his artificial hip 
respond to the rigors of 
professional baseball? 
For the first time since his 
surgery on April 4, 1992, he will 
test his artificial hip by running 
hard for the first tim~. 
Bo knows its possible. Bo 
dosen 't know if it will hold up 
on the artificial surf aces. 
MANNING Is NoT UNHAPPY 
To Subscribe call 682-6070 
or 889-0506 
brown can live peacefully and 
be educated while working and 
raising their families. Dr. King 
concluded in his letter from the 
Binningham city jail as he wrote 
to ministers, "I hope this letter 
finds you strong in the faith. I 
also hope that circumstances 
will soon make it possible for 
me to meet each of you, not as 
an integrationist or a civil right 
leader, but a fellow clergyman 
and a Christian brother. Let us 
all hope that the dark clouds of 
racial prejudice will soon pass 
away and the deep fog of 
misunderstanding will be lifted 
from our fear drenched 
communities and in some not 
too distant tomorrow the radiant 
stans of love and brotherhood 
will shine over our great nation 
with all their scintillating 
beauty. Yours for the cause of 
peace and brotherhood." 
What Are You Willing To 
Give To Ensure A Better World 
From the L.A. Times 
Morning Briefing: Dr. Desmond 
Dall, of USC said, "It's possible, 
but how advisable it is is another 
matter." Dall has preformed 
about 2,500 hip replacement 
operations. 
"I have hip replacement 
patients who have gone on to 
play tennis and jog." Dall noted. 
"But baseball might be too 
much. The biggest problem 
would be impact loading on the 
prosthesis. If he has to j ump 
hard or change direction 
quickly ........ ... those impacts 
would most likely shorten the 
longevity of the prosthesis. But 
how much no one can say." 
Bo knows alot, but even Bo 
doesn't know about his present 
situation. Once again Bo finds 
himself in uncharted waters, 
·with both row paddles half in 
and half out. I hope he makes it 
SALUTE 
HOLIDAY 
For Our Children? It is said 
that the most important principle 
in the life of a great person is his 
or her dedication to the welfare 
of others. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. went 
to Memphis, Tennessee, in the 
middle of planning his Poor 
People's Campaign. It was his 
hope that the poor from all parts 
of the United States would join 
him in a March upon 
Washington, D.C. His objective 
was to encourage Congress to 
create decent jobs and incomes 
for everyone, regardless of color 
or creed. 
Even though his life had been 
threatened many times, he 
continued his efforts. he also 
seemed to have a premonition of 
what was going to happen to 
him. At a banquet the night 
before his death, he spoke to a 
large audience and said, "I'm 
not worried now, the Lord ha$ 
allowed me to go to the 
mountain top, and I've seen the 
promised land." 
When asked what he wished 
to be remember for during his 
life, he replied, "I do not wish to 
be remembered for winning thG 
Nobel Peace Prize or for which 
college I attended. I'd rather be 
remembered for helping others, 
working to reduce prejudice and 
discrimination, and for gaining 
respect for the common man." 
Let us have real love for each 
other, no more hatred, Together·: 
We Can! 
HAPPY MLK DAY 
back, but not at the risk of any 
permanent damage to his leg. 
Before his injury, he was well 
on his way to being the modern-
day Reggie Jackson, homerun or 
strike-out. Excitement, 
excitement! 
He maybe a Ste in, but I 
don't know whats on his 
mind: I fi nd it hard to 
comprehe11d NHL president Gil 
Stein's reasons for fining players 
rather than suspending them for 
game misconduct. 
"I think suspensions punish 
fans who don't get to see the 
players," Stein said. "Why 
would you penalize a team 
because a player hit somone in 
the face with a stick?" Did he 
really say that? Yes! 
Namesake, since you could 
not think of any -reasons here are 
a few: 1) It hurts and the hittee 
usually has to miss some games 
to recover; 2) It is not or should 
not be in the play book; 3)A 
person is breaking the rules 
(throw an elbow in hoops and 
you get tossed); 4) The sticks 
were made for hitting the puck 
into the net; 5) Stein , if a guy 
was hurt the fans would not be 
able to see him pl ay, so jus~ 
pretend the guy is hurt if he 
can't play by the rules; 6)Ect. 
al .. 
I know fans like the madness 
of hockey because thats all you 
have been given, but if you put a 
game of speed and grace on the 
ice the fans would come to 
enjoy that as well .............. . 
Trivia Question Answer. 
Reggie 'I hit'em a long ways\ 
Jackson hit 30 or more dingers 
seven times in his Hall of Fame 
career. He also j ust missed 
hitting 30 three times, smacking: 
29 on three occasions .......... . 
'...:.-r~,1 s 1 •'.re'}-:, . 
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Premier Salon 
Inland Empire 
r,,..,  -::'r' 
>..., ✓ ,~ \1-o~ 
tiAIJ: [)1516~5 
We're looking for motivated and 
spirited stylists that want to move 
up in a classy, professional atmosphere. 
IN VOGUE HAIR DESIGNS 
offers special surroundings all its own! 
•Book Rental Available • 
~~g ~- Mountain Ave. 
U pl and~ CA 9'-.7S6 
gz o-37Z ~ 
BOARD SETS YEAR-ROUND HEARING 
FOR FOUR SCHOOLS 
Riverside Unified School District Staff and Community are invited to speak 
at four Board of Education Hearings on year-round school options for the 
1993-94 school year. 
The choices are whether to continue a year-round calendar at Magnolia 
and/or Washington Schools, and whether to establish Ben Franklin and/or 
Mt. View as year-round schools. 
The four hearings will b& held at the Individual schools: 
Thursday, January 14, 1993: 
6:00 P.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. 
Wednesday. January 20. 1993: 
6:00 P.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
8:00 P.M. - 9:30 P.M. 
Magnolia 
Washington 
Mt. View 
Ben Franklin 
Entertainment 
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showcase her singing talent, I 
did not realize how talented she 
was until listening to her album. 
The album features production 
from various artists so listeners 
get a feel of how Tisha handles 
different styles. 
remakes alone. So when I saw 
the title on the back of Jade's 
cd, I expected the worse. After 
someone as talented as Nancy 
Wilson remakes a song, you 
may as well leave it alone. But, 
the Jade hooked it up. SU-BSCR.IBE 
Their album, features both 
funky up tempo cuts and a few 
really nice and sexy ballads. 
CONTINUED ON P-4 
''BE WARNED: 
It's not for the prudish or faint-hearted. A sizzler." 
·Susan Granger, WlCC/AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS 
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la1 Gillet lim 11tsi•e t-e law. 
C111•t •etne1 a ,el •e CH'l 1ut11n. 
Au a n,~1 •e HB'I 111• away fl'II. 
Her first single Push has a 
more youthful dance groove like 
other cuts Love Me Down and If 
This Is Love. Besides those, 
Tisha uses her strong, mature 
voice to tackle more sophisticat-
ed ballads. So don't expect 
Tisha to compete with other 
new jack swing divas. Though 
she is young, her style really 
emphasizes her background in 
choral work, classical music and 
musical theory she received at 
Arts High School in Newark, 
New Jersey. If her music had a 
little more spice, we could 
expect a string of hit ballads 
from Tisha. Maybe, a remix of 
her cut Love's Got A Hold On 
I vi cl1 NC ~ VAN DAI ii 
R RE STRICTED .. ~ •• ../ 1 J H l lH[:S .\l,CU'..'HJ. • 1r-,(j • • •n ·, U4 ,IUJl' liU/,Hll ,'\~, 
® 
NOWHERE TO RUN 
· Me will widen some eyes. 
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STARTS fRIDAY, JANUARY 15 
TISHA 
"Tisha" 
Capitol Records 
1 I laugh now, but I used to 
,watch "Rags To Riches" just to 
see Tisha Campbell. Back then, 
I just knew her as the Black girl 
from "Little Shop Of Horrors." 
Now, everyone who's seen 
"School Daze" or "House 
Party" or "House Party II" or 
"Martin" know her. She could 
not have chosen a better time to 
release her long awaited debut 
album, "Tisha." 
For years, I've been hearing 
that she was coming out with an 
album and now that it's here. I 
must admit, the 23-year-old 
woman has much skills in the 
vocal department. 
Though many of her acting 
credits have allowed her to 
"Jade To The Max" 
Giant 
I Wanna Love You was a bad 
debut song for these three tal-
ented ladies. Sure the song, had 
that Color Me Badd (CMB) feel 
(It should have; Jade and CMB 
are on the same record label.) 
The song also got tons of radio 
airplay. It sold well. But, it 
was too pop. When I heard 
their current slammin' single 
Don't Walk Away I was sur-
prised to find out that those 
same soulful voices also sang I 
Wanna Love You. Actually, the 
entire album, is soulful. The 
funky Out With The Girls might 
be a good next release, but the 
ladies impressed me with their 
remake of the Emotion's Don't 
Ask My Neighbor. Really, a lot 
of artists need to leave the 
,x,,w. . ~ ~
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You're Single. We're Free. Why Wait? 
CALL NOW!! 
Introducing Voice Phone Matches, a Great Place to Meet Single People. 
You are provided with a free personal matching ad in the Reader Oassifieds. You also receive a 
free "voice mailbox" - a phone service that allows you to record and receive messages from any 
touch-tone phone. 
HOW TO PLACE YOUR AD: To place a free Phone Matches ad, fill out the coupon below and 
mail it to: Voice Phone Matches, P.O. Box 912, Riverside, CA 92502. The deadline for receiving 
free Phone Matches ads is Tuesday at 5 p.m. Free ads are 25 words or less and run for two 
weeks. No free ads will be accepted over the phone. Ads with more than 25 words cost $1.20 per 
additional word. We'll send you a 5-digit mailbox number (to be printed in your ad) and a 4-digit 
security code for exclusive access to your responses. 
You may also place an ad by phone until 5 p.m. Tuesday by ((800) 572-5272), in our office 
(1583 W. Baseline St., San Bernardino, CA 92411). The charge for these late ads is $20 for the 
first 25 words plus $1.20 per additional word. 
HOW TO RETRIEVE YOUR MESSAGES 
After you receive your mailbox number and private security code, you can record your personal 
introduction. Call (900) 860-5004, 24 hours a day, and follow the easy instructions. 
Use your introduction to tell more about yourself than your ad does. Give your first name; but 
DON'T give your last name, phone numbers and the best times to call them. You can re-record 
your personal introduction once per 24-hour period. All introductions are reviewed by the readers 
and go on-line within 24 hours. -
To listen to your response, call (900) 
860-5004 any time, 24 hours a day, Ill 
and follow the easy instructions. ~, 
You can reply any response or _& 
more ahead, the previous ::,-
response will be erased, so have ' 
a pencil and piece of paper ready! 
You must have a touch-tone phone ,l!/r 
to record a personal introduction , all~ 
or listen to responses. 9;,,,,\l"' 
QUESTIONS? Call (909) 682-6070. 
GUIDELINES: The Voice suggests that your Phone Matches ad contain a description of yourself, your interests and the age range you are seeking. Phone Matches ads are available for any single person who is seeking a sincere relationship 
with a member of the opposite sex. Ads containing explicit or implicit sexual/anatomical language will not be accepted. Ads offering anything of monetary value, including living accommodations, gifts or trips, in exchange for companionship 
will be not be accepted. The Black Voice News has the legal right to reject any order form for any reason whatsoever. Phone Matches ads may only be submitted for publication by persons 18 years or older. No ads will be published seeking 
persons under the age of 18. No last names, addresses or personal phone numbers will be pennined. Phone Matches ads are for individuals only. No dating services, singles clubs or commercial business may advertise in this section. 
r--------------------------------------, AlHT YOUR i¾ATClil Use the form below lo place your nu, J-week Phone Matches Ad and cet your fRH Voice Ahllbox. 
PRINT CLEARLY: (First 25 words arc FREE) OOicck here if you arc a mao s,eking a woman. Q Check here if you lie a woman ICC!tlng • man. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 
13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 
19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 
25./free 26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 
31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 
37. 38. 39. 40. 41. 42. 
43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48. 
__ _,Maibm (2wedll) .............. __ ·····--······ .....•..........•.....• ...• .S ~ Tllefollowlo&ll>f-""11- We.-""'!",-,ral-lL "'-<pdoL 
PL•ll 2S woldl ofprlolcd al (2 ...... ) .................. ....... - ...................................... .S ~ Nano ___ ________ _ _ _ _____ _ 
AddlLimalWOldl _ __ 11.Sl .lOeacb -R.,o- ... - ._--·· .. ······--········ ... · •.• _ •. ,_J 
I.Me fee (for.S, ftll:ffl'ed afta'freedradline):$20 ... _._··--·- - .. --.. - •. ·-··-·····-··-.S 
TOTAL ..... _ .......... - •. ·····- ······················ ......... ____ ............. _ .•• .$ 
No refunds. Make check or money order payable to Black Voice News. 
-·-------- ------------
Cl<y ___________ ~ -·----'"""'- - - --
1'11-<~- ------~<..-i _ ____ __ _ 
sia,,-. ______ ______ ______ _ 
•P1e.a1eaate:ADacccpodadawill11alDlbe81adc"'6ccf« _,~wmu. Prmllllwll 
___ ,..,._,. •-pamlU. 
FREE ,\I) DEADLl"'°E: 5 p.m. Tuesday 
Mal I: Voice Reader Phone Matches, 
P.O. 912. Riverside, CA 92502 
L--------------------------------------J 
DI~CLAIMER: The ~lack Voice News assumes no liability for the content or reply to any Ready Phone Matches advenisemenL The adveniser assumes complete liability for the cootcnt of, and all replies to any advertisement or reoorded message and for any claims made 
against the Black Voice News as a result thereof. The advertise, agrees to indemnify and hold the Black Voice News and its employee harmless from all cost, expenses (including all attorney fees). Liabilities and damages resulting from or caused by the publicaiion or 
recording placed by the advertiser or reply to any such advertiscmenL By using the Voice's Phone Matches, the advertiser agrees not to leave his/her telephone number, last name or address in his/her voice greeting message . 
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Free Lunch Program 
Seeks Program Sites 
The City of San 
Bernardino is now seeking 
Summer Lunch Program 
sites for this year's program 
sponsored by the City of San 
Bernardino Parks, Recreation 
and Community Services 
' Department. The program 
will begin Monday, June 28, 
and ends Friday, August 27, 
1993. For more information 
~call 384-5070. 
Lunches will be provided 
regardless of race, color, age, 
' national origin, sex or dis-
ability. 
· SBVC Prepares 28 As 
Psychiatric Technicians 
' San Bernardino Valley 
College prepared 38 students 
for careers as psychiatric 
, · technicians during the past 
fall semester. They were 
honored in completion .cere-
monies, the final step before 
' taking licensing examina-
tions before the California 
State Board of Vocational 
, Nurse and Psychiatric 
Technician Examiners. 
Students combine class-
room studies of psychology, 
' anthropology, counseling, 
, English and other general 
1 subjects during 46 weeks 
with direct work with 
patients at Patton State 
Hospital. Many come into 
the program with degrees in 
nursing and other subjects. 
Black Culture 
, ·Foundation Plans Black 
History Month Events 
Miss Black San Bernardino 
This year's Miss Black San 
Bernardino Pageant will be held 
Friday, February 5, 1993 pre-
• ceeded by a private "Celebrity 
Reception" at 6 p.m. 
San Bernardino Parade 
• The San Bernardino Black 
· History Parade begins at 10 
a.m. with the parade route start-
ing on Baseline at California 
Street traveling eastbound. 
Black History Ball 
The ball will be held 
Saturday, February 6 at 6 p.m. 
at the San Bernardino National 
Orange Show. Tickets are $25 
in advance and $30 at the door. 
FREE Gospel Concert 
~ This free gospel concert held 
at Ecclesia Church SDA, 918 
N. Mountain View Ave. in San 
Bernardino. Seating is limited, 
so early arrival is suggested. 
For more infonnation on any 
of the above events, call 885-
6726. 
Top Comedian Elayne 
Boosler Comes To San 
Bernardino 
S. Earl Statler, Promoter and 
• C. Dale Jenks, Executive 
Producer of Inland Empire 
Concerts announced this week 
that they will present Elayne 
Boosler - "The First Lady of 
.Stand-up Comedy" as their first 
:concert offering of 1993. The 
;San Bernardino Celebrity 
:Concert will be performed 
January 29th 1993 (7:00 and 
9:30 p .m.) at the renowned 
California Theatre of 
Performing Arts located at 562 
West Fourth Street in San 
Bernardino. 
. For more infonnation contact 
the Civic Light Opera at (800) 
228-1155. 
Tell Us 
How VJe 
Can 
Improve 
The 
Paper 
(714) 
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swv 
''It' About Time" 
RCA Records 
I opened the package, popped 
the tape in the player and in 30 
seconds, I told my brother 
"THEY JAMMIN'." Though I 
liked them, I did not realize that 
everyone else would like them 
too. Another set of three ladies, 
Taj, Lelee and Coko (They were 
going to call themselves T.L.C. 
before you know who came out, 
but...) come outta New York 
City with a smooth, funky new 
jack swing style that's getting a 
lot of attention. Their single 
"I'm So Into You" just dropped 
and looks like it will do as well 
as their first single "Right 
Here." They kinda remind you 
of the group of girls Al B. Sure 
worked with a few years back 
• LIQUIDATION SALE • 
Bridesmaids & Evening Dresses 
• 
~-~ 
~~ 
, II 'fr;~- lj 
' ~li!r11f-~-. 1.~~ ~~ 
between $25-95 
sizes 2-26 
ca11909-425-1481 • 
.,subscribe ~by' ,COtr.JBleting·:~tlle .·• 
fOrm belo;~d·~~l;;1ng~$~~~33 
mail this to: P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside• CA• 92502 
Name: 
---...,....,.....,...,---....;.-----....:.,;---,-~--
Address: ___ ....:.,; ____________ _ 
City: ________ State: ___ Zip: __ _ 
called the Gyrls. At any rate, 
SWV will be making some seri-
ous noise in 1993; you can 
quote me on that. 
In addition to their funky 
mellow cuts, the girls have 
some nice ballads like Always 
On My Mind, everyone's 
favorite Weak and my favorite 
Downtown. 
RIGHT: SWV members (I to 
r) Taj, Lelee and Coko, 
recently released their fol-
l ow up to "Right Here" 
called "I'm So Into You." 
-~ 
.. 
COLTON 
REDIANDS 
YUCAIPA LEARNING FOR EARNING 
HIIDNAL 
ICCUPATIINAL 
PIIOHA• 
Do you need job training or want to 
upgrade your skills for job advancement? 
The Regional Occupational Program offers: 
• Tuition-free, quality job training in more ROP classes start the week of: 
than 40 occupations in agriculture, • Jan. 25 in Yucaipa; and 
business, health careers, home econom- • Feb. 1 in Bloomington, Colton 
ics, and industry & technology; plus and Redlands. 
• Career guidance counseling. 
Registration for ROP Spring Semester 
courses begins Jan. 11, and is accepted 
on a first come, first served basis. 
Registration is ongoing until courses 
are full . 
Adult students must register in person at 
the ROP Central Office, 1214 Indiana 
Court, Redlands. Registration hours are 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays and 
until 7 p .m. Jan. 13 and 20. The office will 
be closed Jan. 18. 
A $10 registration fee per course is required for adult students. 
Any fees for books and materials also must be paid at the time of registration. 
For more information, call (909) 793-3115 
Course catalogs are available at the ROP Central Office, 1214 Indiana Court, Redlands 
,, ... I STILL HAVE A DREAM. IT IS A DREAM DEEPLY 
ROOTED I THE AMERICAN DREAM. I HAVE A DREAM 
THAT ONE DAY THIS NATION WILL RISE UP AND LIVE 
OUT THE TRUE MEANING OF ITS CREED: 'WE HOLD 
THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-EVIDENT - THAT ALL 
MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL.'' ' 
M .~RTIN. ,- , EP, KIN G j l<. . 
~ ~8 
NORDSTROM 
; 
'/ 
1 
• ) ' 
Automotive 
.. 
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:Ford Provides Driver And Passenger Airbags 
·F ord Motor Company's 
' • 1993 cars and trucks 
: continue a tradition of 
~-comminnent to safety. 
. As early as 1956, Ford was 
·putting safety belts, padded 
· instrument panels and visors, 
• safety door latches. collapsible 
t steering columns and shatter-
: resistant rear-view mirrors in 
' many of its cars. 
it became the first domestic auto Restraint Systems Ford Motor also is standard on new Ford standard or optional equipment Thunderbird models and 
manufacturer to offer the public Company has 3 million air bag- Aerostar minivans and Ford on 14 of the 25 Ford car and Mercury Grand Marqu~s , 
a modem air bag system - a equipped vehicles on the road, Econoline Vans and Club truck lines marketed in North Sable and Cougar XR7 models 
driver-side SRS - as an option more than any other Wagons. Ford is the firs t America. ABS will be available offer ABS as an option. 
on the 1986 Ford Tempo and manufacturer in the world. manufacturer to offer driver-side on all Ford vehicles by the mid-
Mercury Topaz. With the 1989 For the 1993 model year, 10 supplemental air bags in a full- 199Os. It is standard on Lincoln 
Lincoln Continental and 1990 domestic car lines have driver- size van. Town Car, Continental, Mark 
Lincoln Town Car, Ford became side air bag SRS as standard Ford emphasizes the phrase VIII*, Mercury Villager, Ford 
the first domestic manufacturer equipment, including Ford "supplemental restraint system" Explorer and Ford Bronco plus 
to offer modem front passenger- Probe, Mustang, Taurus, Crown because air bags supplement the the Ford Taurus SHO and 
side supplemental air bags. Victoria, Mercury Sable, Grand protection offered by properly Thunderbird Super Coupe 
A driver-side air bag SRS Marquis, Capri, Lincoln worn safety belts. Air bags are models. * Public introduction 
will be available in all Ford light Continental, Town Car and not a substitute for wearing a December 1992 
t rucks by 1994, and Ford Mark VIII* . They may be safetybelt. 
expects to have more than 3 ordered as an option on Ford Anti-lock Brake Systems For 1993, all Ford Crown 
million air bag-equipped trucks Tempo and Mercury Topaz. Four-wheel ABS is offered as Victoria, Taurus, Probe and 
Rear-wheel anti-lock brake 
systems are standard on virtually 
all Ford light trucks including 
Ranger, F-Series ( except Super-
Duty model), Aerostar and 
Econoline vans and Club 
Wagons. 
The company first offered 
modern ABS on the 1984 
Lincoln Continental and Mark 
VII. 
Ford has continued to 
jncorporate new safety 
technology in its vehicles. 
1 f_mprovements range from 
: energy-absorbing "crushable" 
: front ends and steering columns, 
on the road by the end of 1995. Lincoln Town Car, - r=- .-----""":""'-----~--=--------------.....,~--....... --------. 
Ford would then be the Continental, Mark VIII and The best ti res at the best 
• 
-: to four-wheel electronic anti- volume leader in air bag- Mercury Sable and Grand 
equipped light trucks. By the Marquis models have passenger-
middle of the decade, Ford will side air bags as standard 
start phasing supplemental equipment The Ford Taurus and 
passenger-side air bags into all Crown Victoria offer passenger-
: lock braking systems (ABS) and 
: air bag supplemental restraint 
I 
systems (SRS). Ford led the way 
:..i,n developing and installing 
• modem air bag systems. 
' Ford also took the lead when 
of its light trucks. side SRS as optional equipment. 
Air Bag Supplemental A driver-side air bag SRS 
FORD ESOSTAR VAN· Powered by a sodium- DURAL AIR BAGS • 1993 Lincoln Mark VIII, 
sulfar battery, the Ecostar has a top speed of Continental, Town Car, Mercury Sable and 
7.5 miles-per-hour, a 100-mlle range and a five Grand Marquis models come with standard 
ttour recharging time using 220 volt driver- and passenger-side air bags. 
tiousehold current. 
-~~- - -- ----- - ----~:...!~ 
· SPECIAL LIMITED - TIME OFFER 
AT ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY VW 
HUNTING FOR THE BEST VALUE? 
CATCH THIS MERCURY COUGAR LS 
NOW AT $14,999 . 
The 92 Cougar offers looks and distinctive style 
and is also a terrific value! Because with this special 
short-time offer you can catch many luxury features 
for a lot less than Cougar's nearest competitor. 
~ANDARD FEATURES 
• •3.8 V-6 engine 
•Automatic overdrive trwmission 
•Air conditioner 
•Power front disc/rear drum brakes 
• •Front and rear slibilizer bars 
1 •Interval windshield wipeii 
• Tinted glass 
•ts• aluminum wheels 
•AM/FM stereo cassette radio 
•Power driver's seat 
•Electric rear window defroster 
•Speed control 
• Tilt steering wheel 
•Power lock/light groups 
, •An_d much more! 
Total Yehical and options' 18,319 
Less California discount1 1,500 
less option patbge di5countl ------ 85Q 
Less dealer discount 1,970 
Your price' 14,999 
HURRY, THIS CAT MOVES FAST! 
ORANGE SHOW LINCOLN MERCURY 
1600 CAMINO REAL 
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408 
714-889-3514 
1 lillllullc1Ultl'S SuvgtlllCI Rflail PTiot lncMlonQ -'°"· dlMty 111d Calilomill ~ th 111d - extra. l OilCount Ollly hlillbll lo 
....... ol lllt 11111 of c.lllofN. 3 PlclllOI sa¥ing$ blltd on M.S.R.P. of PDIOf ¥1. M S.R.P. of._~~-
S.. 1"°""'-' Molotll tot mon ..... 
price & the best service 
Guaranteed* 
James White, President . 
The best prices on the best t ires with 
the best service guaranteed? Its all a lt 
my Goodyear Certified Auto Service 
Centers. 
So the next time your car needs 
service or repair- Come see us. 
r- - - - - - - -:- - - - - - , r - - - - - - - - - - - - , 3553 tderrlll Ave. 
I 69 95 Service Includes: I I 15 88 Off~r .Includes: I Riverside, CA 92056 
I • Replace pa~ and shoes I I • Drain ol & rEPlace 1.4> to 5 I 1-800-69-11 RE1 • Repack bean~ on non · rNlOwt I drive axles I I • FREE-12pt whicle I 
I I • Resurface/drums/rotors I I Most cars and . . ,nspection I G d C t'f I d A t per axe . • Inspect calipers, Wheel light trucks • FREE-4 tire rotation 00 year er I e U 0 
As About Our 
Nationwide 
Service 
Warrant 
I Brake Special Cy1nders & t-r,,draulics I I Lube Oil & Filter • lnsta!I newfilte~ I Service Centers Inland I • Must and road ll!st I I • l ubricate chasstS I L------------.J L------------.J Empire Tire, Inc. 
Probe 
Preferred Equipment Package 253A 
' ' .,
Escort L X 3-Door 
Preferred Equipment Package 320A/321A 
Exp lnn'r XI -4 Door ,h2 
Preforrcd Equipment Package 9.i0A. 
Mustang LX Sedan 
Prcfrrred Equipment Package 240A 
F-150 XLT l ariat 4x2 Crew Cab 
'rr .. forred Equipment P,1ckagl' h7 1,\ 
FORD 
$99PERMO. 
CAN DELIVER·, 
ANY NEW CAR' 
in our inventory on: 
Aapproved credit 
ANoCredit? 
AFirst time buyer? 
ACredit Problems In The Past? 
Call us at 393-9331. 
We can. sell 
you_ a car! 
4480 Chino Hills Pkwy, 
Chino 
(714) 393-9331 
All Cars are: subject to rpior sales, plus tax, license, &: 
Documentation Fees, and Approved Credit, Customer 
Requested options are extra. 
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stop by and see 
our new shipment including titles: 
Alex Haley 
The Autobiography Of 
Malcolm X 
Derrick Bell 
Faces At The Bottom 
Of The Well 
Terry McMillan 
Mama 
Jack Ritchason 
The Little Herb Encyclopedia, 
Revised 
Brian Lanker 
I I Dream Of World 
Alice Walker 
In Love & Trouble 
Horses Make A Landscape __ 
C.A. Diop 
The African Origin Of 
Civilization 
James Weldon 
Johnson 
The Books Of African Negro 
Spirituals 
1993 African 
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Disappearing Acts Look More Beautiful American - ~;: i 
,· Waiting To Exhale Good Night, Willie Lee, I'll Calendar 
., See You In The Morning 
' 
,., In Search Of Our Mothers' 
. 
: Dr. Frances Cress Gardens 
. 
~ 
- I 
.• 
,• 
Welsing 
The Isis Papers 
-:r11~ l ~11' 111nm5 I, L, ~~ •M",n 
THE KEYS TO THE COW RS 
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing 
Living By .The Word 
Possessing The Secret Of Joy 
ALICE 
WALKER 
;, 
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Office Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. · i 
1583 W. Baseline St.• San Bernardino• CA• 92411 : 
' 
Call us at (909) 889-0506 • 
' 
i.==== === =========~ 
l' 
j' 
j' 
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HELP 
WANTED 
Customer Service 
Representative. 
REQUIRES: H.S. 
diploma or equlvlanet, 
min. 1 year customer 
service of business 
office experience. 
Excellent oral and 
written commu-
nication skills, good 
Interpersonal skills, 
detail oriented and able 
to work a flexible work 
schedule, must have a 
valid Californ ia 
Drivers License, good 
driving record and 
proof of Insurance. 
PREFERRED: 
artist for information near elementary 
call (909) 488-9319. school. Come and 
Ask for Al. stretch out. Only 
months corner lot, 3 
bedroom 2.5 bath 1,400 
sq ft present all offers, 
$10,000 move In. 
Riverside. Available 
now. (909)787-8860 
Brand 
Spanking New 
Over 1,800 sq. ft. state 
-of-the-art home. 
Approx. 1/3 Acre, 3 
br/2 baths. Agent 
Vickie 783-9620. 
~ •ii ALINE 568§• 
Flight attendants & 
other occupations. 
Airlines now hiring. 
G:all 1-800-998-0720. 
~- A2000CA. 
MEDICAL 
Diamond Health Care 
seeking RN'S, CNA's, 
l;.VN's, Home Health 
Aides (909) 274 - 9513. 
' 
·-------
• PSYCHIATRIC 
: ABUSE OF 
, INSURANCE 
· FRAUD! 
Anyone navlng 
knowledge of abuse 
o.r fraudulent billing 
practices at local 
psychiatric facilities 
or private Institutions 
c;all Citizens 
Commission on 
Human Rights at 1-
800-869-CCHR now. 
: PART TIME-
Advertising traffic & 
billing person. 
Computer skills, 
tpyl ng, 1 O key, 
bookkeeping. Approx 
22 hrs. wk. -starting 
at $7/hr. Work In the 
exciting fleld of 
television advertising! 
Chambers Cable, 4240 
N. Hallmark Pkwy., 
S.B. 880-0228 Drug 
screen req. EOE 
GIRLS WANTED 
from California, 
between 7-19, to 
compete In this year's 
5th annual 1993 San 
Diego Pageants. Over 
$20,000.00 In prizes 
and scholarships. 
Call today 1-800· 
~AGEANT • EXT. 4865 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
, REPRESENTATIVE 
Cable TV operator has 
an opening for a 
people-oriented 
Individual to be a 
Computer exerience, 1 
to 2 years' general 
college courses, 
Eng llsh/ Spanish 
bilingual skills. 
Interested applicants 
should apply In 
person at: 
DESERT HOT 
SPRINGS 
CABLEVISION, INC. 
11855 Palm Drive 
Desert Hot Springs, 
CA 92240 
Pre-employment drug 
test required 
EOE 
M/F/HN 
EVALO INC. 
DVBE for state bid on 
recharging laser 
cartridges. Call (909) 
247-6794. 
PART TIME 
Advertising traffic & 
billing person. 
Computer skills, 
typing, 10 key, 
bookkeeping. 
Approx. 22 hr.sf wk. • 
starting at $7/hr. Work 
In the exciting field of 
television advert Isl ng ! 
Chambers Cable, 4240 
N. Hallmakr Pkwy., 
S.B. 880-0228 Drug 
screen req. EOE 
BACK UP SINGERS 
Artist Management 
Co. seeking back up 
singers for recording 
CUSTOMER 
SALES & 
SERVICE 
in fast paced Cable TV 
office. Good tele-
phone, general office 
and sales skills 
required. Benefits 
Apply at 4240 No. 
Hallmark Pkwy., San 
Bern. 9-4 Mon-Fri 
Drug Screen req. EOE 
$89,500 all tenns. 
PRELUDE TO 
SOMETHING BIG. 
Double doors open 
Into a doubly 
spacious home on 1 
acre of horse 
property. The 4 bdnn, 
2-1/2 ba, custom 
beauty offers 
amenities only 
custom beauty offers; 
amenities only 
custom can provide. 
For added space In 
land and home call 
LEARN TO PLAY doubly fast. Only 
$225,000. Saxophone, Flute, 
Clarinet, Key Board, 
professional saxo-
phonist "M" "M" 
Manhattan School of 
Music seeks students 
of all levels. Call 
Kieth at (909) 243· 
0635. 
MORENO VALLEY 
Assumable $2500.00 
total move In north 
side 2 story 3bd rm 2-
1 /2 bath plus loft, 
1100.00 sq. ft. Call 
(909) 924-6965. 
Houses For 
Sale 
FEEL CONFINED? 
Give yourself space In 
this 2900 + sq. ft., 3 
bdrm, 2 ba, custom 
home. Also Included, 
formal & Informal 
dining, fam room, 3 
fireplaces, upgrades 
and space In 
abundance,. 69 
fenced horse property. 
Unconflnlng design & 
footage combine for 
real llve ablllty. 
MORE THAN 2 OR 3 
KIDS? Room enough 
for an above average 
sized family In this 5 
bdrm, 1-3/4 ba, family 
rm w/flreplace, forced 
air/heat, 2 car garage, 
PROUD 1 ST STEP • 
Take yours In owning 
this 3 bdrm, 1-3/4 ba, 
family kitchen 
charmer, 2-car 
garage, air/heat, 
sprinklers, fenced and 
manicured yard for 
your .pleasure. Don't 
doddlel Run to see. 
Only $109,900! 
$225,000 - 1 acre 
horse property 2,500 
sq ft. - custom home 4 
bdrm 2-1/2 bath, fam 
room with fire place, 
kitchen with nook, 
fenced. 
$229,000 :: Custom 
home 2,900 + sq ft, 3 
bdrm, 2 bath, 3 
fireplaces, private 
patio with spa, office 
and study, horse 
property. 
For the above homes 
for sale call (909) 780-
1633 and ask for 
Beverly. 
Moreno Vallev 
4 bedroom, 2.5 barh 
plus Bonus room, 
1,900 sq ft, $155,000, 
pool. 
3 bedroom, 2.5 bath 
over 1,500 sq ft., 
model perfect, 
$129,300. 
Lease Option for 12-24 
WE DON'T GO HOME 
AT FIVE 
APARTMENT. 
FOR RENT 
$1000 move In fee & 1 
mo. free rent w/ 1 yr. 
lease 909-889-4711. . 
APT. For Rent 
2 bd rm, 1 bath, I SUBSCRIBE I $475.00 mo. , $300.00 
de oslt Franklin St. 
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS ANALYST UNIVERSITY 0 
REDLANDS 
Office of Business and Finance Is seeking an 
administrator to provide support In the area of 
Information systems as It relates to the 
University financial systems. Successful 
candidate wlll possess a bachelor's degree In 
a quantitative fleld or equivalent programming 
experience. Master's degree preferred. Prefer 
at least 3 years experience in the financial and 
data processing areas, experience with 
lnfonnatlon Associates (IA) software and with 
Focus or other 4GL. Experience In 
accounting or other business area Is highly 
desirable. Starting salary commensurate with 
experience. The University offers a 
competitive fringe benefits package. 
r 
Please submit letter of application, resume 
Including salary history and the names, 
addresses and phone numbers of 3 
professional references by January 29, 1993 
to: 
University of Redlands 
Human Resources Center 
1200 E. Colton Ave. 
P.O. Box 2080 
MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CERTIFICATED 
Bilingual Elementary 
L 
High School and Science (Life and Physical) 
Middle School Math, and Science 
Social Science High School and Middle 
School 
Special Education: 
Resource Speclallst (full and part time) 
Teachers of TMH and DD, 
Counselor for SEO Students 
School Psychologist for SH Program 
Language, Speech and Hearing Specialist 
Special Day Class, Preschool Teacher 
CLASSIFIED MANAGEMENT 
TRANSPORTATION MANAGER 
Deadline: January 29, 1993. Workyear/ 
Workday: 225 days + 4.5 for Staff 
Development. Salary: $53,731- $65,497 
yearly. Minimum Qualifications - BA degree In 
Business Administration, Public 
Administration or related field and at least two 
years of experience In Transportation field or 
five years of supervisory experience In school 
transportation In a district traneportlng, at 
least, 3,000 students dally. · 
GARDENER II 
Deadline: January 28, 1993. Workyear/ 
Workday: 12 month/8 hours per day. Salary: 
$1,605.13- $2,157.22 monthly. 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION 
MECHANIC Ill (Leadman) 
Deadline: February 1, 1993. Workyear/ 
Workday: 12 months/ 8 hours per day. Salary: 
$2,094.35 - $2,814.57 monthly. 
For application and lnfonnatlon, contact the 
Personnel Office, Moreno Valley Unified 
School District, 25634 Alessandro Blvd., 
Moreno Valley, CA 92,553 (909) 485-5616 for 
applications and lnfonn.atlon. 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The ro11owtng person(s) is 
(are) doing business as 
WILLIAM HUSTLE & 
BUSTLE CREW 
23970 Gamma St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
HUSTLE & BUSTLE CREW 
23970 Gamma St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
FREDERICK P. WILLIAMS 
23970 Gamma St. 
Moreno Valley, CA. 92553 
This business is conducted by 
an individual. 
AP# 155-171-010-9 
NP FINANCIAL 
CORPORATION 
I> ls/Frederick P. WIiiiams 
as duly appointed Trustee 
"oder the following described 
deed of trust WILL SELL AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION TO THE 
HIGHEST BIDDER FOR 
CASH (in the forms which are 
lawful tender in the United 
States) and/or the cashier's 
certified or other checks 
specified In Civil Code Section 
2924h (payable In full at the . 
time of sale) all right, title and 
Interest conveyed to and now 
held by It under said Deed of 
Trustee In the property 
hereinafter described: 
TRUSTOR: JUANITA G. 
NAVARRETTE 
Americans can ertjoy a peaceful evening at home because our armed forces 
guarantee that peace. All around the globe, at sea and ashore, men and women 
of the U.S. Navy are working hard to safeguard your tomorrow. They're 
protecting you, representing you, and making you proud of your country. 
IT'S YOUR NAVY. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name °'". 
names listed above on 11·84 
' The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authori:ze the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 12/29/92 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE-No.929025 
p/12/31/92,1/7/14/21/93 
NOTICE OF TRUSTEE'S 
SALE 
Loan No. 
0151781/NAVARRETTE 
T.S. No. Al 43515 
UNIT CODE A 
ALVARO N. NAVARRETIE 
BENEFICIARY: NATIONAL 
PACIFIC MORTGAGE 
CORPORATION 
recorded December 31, 1991 
as Instr. No. 452418 In Book, 
page, ofOffldal Records In 
the office of the Recorder of 
Riverside County; said deed 
of trust describes the 
following: 
LOT 53 OF MODEL 
SUBDIVISION UNIT NO. 1, 
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON 
FILE IN BOOK 32 PAGES 60 
AND 61 OF MAPS, 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY 
RECORDS. 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT 
UNDER A DEED OF TRUST 
DATED 12/24/91. UNLESS 
YOU TAKE ACTION TO 
PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE 
SOLD AT A PUBLIC SALE. 
IF YOU NEED AND 
EXPLANATION OF THE 
l 
DIRECTOR OF THE ANNUAL FUND 
The University of Redlands Invites 
nominations and applications for the position l 
of Director of the Annual Fund. Reporting to : 
the V.P. for University Relations, the •. 
successful applicant will direct a variety of 1: 
programs designed to secure support for the · 
operating budget, supervise the work of the 1 
Assistant Director of the Annual Fund and 1 support staff, monitor the Annual Fund , 
budget, and serve as a staff liaison to the j 
Alumni Board of Directors and the University I 
Relations Committee of the Board of Trustees. I 
I 
Qualifications lnlcude a minimum of a 
Bachelor's Degree, 3 or more years of fund 
raising experience (preferably In an 
educational setting), and proven 
organizational, writing, communication, and 
Interpersonal skllls. Salary commensurate 
with experience. 
Nominations or appllcatlons will be received 
through 2/3/93. Appllcatlons should lnlcude a 
cover letter, resume, and writing sample, and 
must be complete at the time of appllcatlon. j 
Please send to: : 
UNIVERSITY OF REDLANDS 
Human Resources Center 
1200 E. Colton AVe. 
P.O. Box 3080 
I )· 
l 
I 
Redlands, CA 92373-0999 I 
Minority and women candidates are ~ 
encouraged to apply. The University of I 
Redlands Is an equal opportunity employer. :I 
NATURE OF THE CHARLES D. FIELD 
PROCEEDING AGAINST Judge of the Superior Court 
YOU, YOU SHOULD /p/12/31/,1/7/14/21/92 , 
CONTACT A LAWYER. -------- 1J 
9138 JO JO WAY, NOTICE OF DEATH OF : 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503 AND OF PETITION TO : 
''(If a street address or ADMINISTER ESTATE 1 
common designation of CASE NO. 64866 f 
property Is shown above, no To all he irs, beneficiaries,: 
warranty Is given as to Its creditors, contingent creditors, :l 
completeness or correctness).'' and persons who may b e,~ 
The benflclary under said otherwise Interested In the will :} 
Deed of Trust, by reason of a or estate of : ,, 
breach or default in the F lorence M. Atkinson, 'aka.I 
obligations secured thereby, Florence Marie Atkinson,: 
heretofore executed and Florence E. Atkinson 1 
delivered to the undersigned a A petition has been filed byl, 
written Declaration of Default Joseph Huerta In the Superior:) 
and Demand for Sale, and Court of Rivtrslde Coun ty ll 
writtennotlceofdeedandof requesting that: David Huerta 11 
election to be recorded be appointed as personaq 1 
September 21, 1992 as Instr. representative to administer 1: 
No. 354524 In Boole Page, of the estate of the decedent. :i 
Official Records in the office A hearing on the petition will :j 
of the recorder of Riverside be held 1-25,93 al 9:30 a.m in 'l 
County; Dept. 1 localed at: 4050 Main 1 • 
Said Sale wlll be made, but St., Riverside, CA 92501. :j 
wilhoulcovenantorwarrant,y IF YOU OBJECT to the ,, 
express or Implied, regarding granting of the petition, you :! 
title possession, or should either appear at the ,; 
encumbrances, to pay lhe hearing and state your :; 
remaining principal sum of the objections or file written ,., 
note(s) secured by said deed of objections with the court 1-! 
Trust, with Interest as In said before the hearing. Your :} 
note provided, advances, if appearance may be In person ~ 
any, under the terms of said or by your attorney. ~ 
Deed ofTrust, fees, charges IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR a.., 
and expenses of lhe Trustee or a contingent creditor of the ~ 
and of the trusts created by deceased, you must file your ~-
said Deed of Trust. claim with the court or present ~· 
Said sale will be held on: It to the personal •~· 
January 21, 1993, 1993, at representative appointed by ~ 
3:30 p.m. at the Main Street the court within four months , 
entrance to the County from the date of first Issuance !t' 
Courthouse, 4050 Main St., of letters as provided In i'I 
Riverside, CA. section 700 of the California :i. 
At the time of the Initial Probate Code. The time for -I 
publication of this notice, the filing claims will not expire :f, 
total amount of the unpaid prior to four months from the :r 
balance of the obligation date of the hearing noticed ,i 
secured by the above above. ;~ 
described deed of trust and YOU MAY EXAMINE the file •!-
estimated costs, expenses, and kept by the court. If you are a :: 
advances Is $140,717.48. It Is person Interested In the estate, :i, 
possible that atthe time of sale you may serve upon the •~ 
the opening bid may be less executor or administrator, or :!. 
than the total indebtedness upon the attorney for the :!; 
due. executor or administrator, and •; 
Date: 12/22/92 fi.le with the court with proof :: 
NP FINANCIAL of service, a written request •' 
CORPORATION stating that you desire special :i. 
as said Trustee, notice of the filing of an :~-
By T.D. SERVICE inventory and appraisement or ~ 
COMPANY, agent estate assets or of the petitions ,{. 
:::~~alma, Assistant :Ct~::o1;:;,san":t~~~~e;t~: t! 
601 South Lewis St., Orange, California Probate Code. ~ 
~ 92668 Petitioner, Joseph Yvette ~• 
(714) 385-4700 1040 S. Mt. Vernon Ave., Suite a{ 
/p/12/31/'».,l/7/14/'.13 124 ~ 
Colton, CA 92324 ti 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
Case No. 223643 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
RE CHANGE OF NAME 
(1277 C.C.P.) 
In re the Change of Name of 
JOHNATHAN ROBERT 
BROAD 
Petitioner, LISA D. 
BLACKWELL, has flied a 
petltloa with the Clerk of thels 
court for an order changing 
applicant's name fro 
JONATHAN ROBERT 
BROAD to JONATHAN 
RANDALL BLACKWELL. 
IT IS ORDERED that all 
persons Interested In the 
above-entitled matter appear 
before this court on January 
20, 1993 at 8:30 a.m. In 
Department Law & Motion, 
located at D/6, 4050 Main 
Street, Riverside, Ca., 92501 
and show cause, If any, why 
the petition for change of 
name should not be granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of th Is order to 
show cause be published in 
The Black Voice a newspaper 
of general circulation 
published In Riverside County, 
California, once a week for 
four successive weeks prior tot 
he date set for hearing on the 
petition. 
Dated: Dec 08, 1992 
/p/1/7/14/21/93 iJ 
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The Black Voice News 
F1CTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as 
SUNSET PALMS HOTELS 
J433 N. Indian Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
DONNA CARICCHIO 
1433 N. Indian Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
RONALD CARICClllO 
1433 N. Indian Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
This business Is conducted by 
Individuals• Husband and 
Wife. 
ls/Donna Caricchlo 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 1/5/93. 
The filing of this statement 
does not Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B& P code) 
Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on 1/5/93. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the 
original statement on file In 
my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FlLE-No.930016 
p/1/7/14/21/28/93 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF: 
ROLANDH.CRABTREE, 
CASE NUMBER: 65035 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may be 
otherwise Interested In the will 
or estate, or both, of 
ROLAND H. CRABBIER, 
A PETITION has been filed 
by BANK OF AMERICA 
NATIONAL TRUST & 
~AVINGS ASSOCIATION In 
the Superior Court of 
California, County of: 
RIVERSIDE 
THE PETITION requests that 
~ANK OF AMERICA 
NATIONAL TRUST & 
SAVINGS ASSOCIATION be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer 
the estate of the decedent. 
THE PETITION requests that 
the decedent's WILL and 
codicils, If any, be admitted to 
probate. The will and any 
codicils are available for 
examination In the ffle kept by 
the court. 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Admlnlstratlod of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to 
take many actions without 
obtaining court approval. 
Before taking certain very 
Important actions, however, 
the personal representative 
will be required to give notice 
to Interested persons unless 
they have waived notice or 
consented to the proposed 
action.) The Independent 
administration authority will 
be granted unless an 
Interested person files an 
objection to the petition and 
shows good cause why the 
court should not grant the 
authority. 
A PETITION for 
determination of or 
confirmation of property 
passing to or belonging to a 
surviving spouse under 
California Probate Code 
section 13650 Is JOINED with 
the petition to administer the 
estate. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held. 
on FEBRUARY 17, 1993 at 
9:30 A.M. In Dept.: 1 located 
at 4050 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92501. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting of the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections or 
file written objections with the 
court before the hearing. 
Your appearance may be In 
person or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mail 
a copy to personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date of first issuance 
of letters as provided In 
section 9100 of the California 
Probate Code. The time for 
filing claims will not expire 
before four months from the 
hearing date nollced above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the court. If you are a 
person Interested In the estate, 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice of the filing of an 
Inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided In 
section 1250 of the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form Is 
avallable from the court derk. 
Petitioner SWARNER & 
FITZGERALD 
3403 Tenth Street, 7th Floor 
P.O.Box827 
Riverside, CA 92502 
This notice was malled on 
January 12, 1993 at Riverside, 
California. 
/p/1/14/21/28/92 
SUPERIOR COURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
Case No. 223643 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
RE CHANGE OF NAME 
(1277 C.C.P.) 
In re the Change of Name of 
JOHNATHAN ROBERT 
BROAD 
Petitioner, LISA D. 
BLACKWELL, has filed a 
petition with the Clerk of theis 
court for an order changing 
I applicant's name fro JO~ATHAN ROBERT BROAD to JONATHAN 
RANDALL BLACKWELL. 
IT IS ORDERED that all 
persons interested in the 
above-entitled matter appear 
before this court on January 
20, 1993 at 8:30 a.m. in 
Department Law & Motion, 
located at D/6, 4050 Main 
Street, Riverside, Ca., 92501 
and show cause, if any, why 
the petition for change of 
name should not be granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of this order to 
show cause be published in 
The Black Voice a newspaper 
of general circulation 
published in Riverside County, 
California, once a week for 
four successive weeks prior tot 
he date set for hearing on the 
petition. 
Dated: Dec 08, 1992 
CHARLES D. F1ELD 
Judge of the Superior Court 
/p/12/3 l/ ,1/7 /14/21/92 
NOTICE 
LOAN NO. 236196516/AMANS 
OTHER REF. 
T.S. NO. 92-19215 
YOU ARE IN DEFAULT UNDER 
A DEED OF TRUST DATED June 
20, 1990 UNLESS YOU TAKE 
ACTION TO PROTECT YOUR 
PROPERTY, IT MAY BE SOLD AT 
A PUBLIC SALE. IF YOU NEED AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE NATURE 
OF THE PROCEEDING AGAINST 
YOU, YOU SHOULD CONTACT A 
LAWYER. 
Notice of Trustee's Sale Under 
Deed of Trust 
Notice is hereby given that 
G.S.L. FINANCIAL, as trustee, or 
successor trustee, or substituted 
trustee pursuant to the Deed of 
Trust executed by RODNEY N. 
AMANS AND CAROL A. AMANS, 
HUSBAND AND WIFE AS JOINT 
TENANTS Recorded 07/03/1990 
in Book Page Inst. No. 246039 
of Official Records in the office of 
the County Recorder of RIVER· 
SIDE County, California, and 
pursuant to the Notice of Default 
and Election to Sell thereunder 
recorded 09/29/1992 in Book 
Page Inst No. 366180 of said 
Official Records, will Sell on 
02/04/1993 at 2:30 P.M. at THE 
SIXTH STREET ENTRANCE TO 
THE CORONA CIVIC CENTER 
BUILDING 815 W. SIXTH ST. CO· 
RONA. CA at public auction, to the 
highest bidder for cash (payable 
at the time of sale in lawful money 
of the United States), all right, 
title, and interest, conveyed to 
and now held by it under said 
Deed of Trust in the property 
situated in said County and State 
and described as follows: LOT 13 
OF TRACT NO. 9282, IN THE 
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE 
OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP 
RECORDED IN BOOK 102, PAGES 
19 AND 20 OF MAPS, IN THE 
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RE· 
CORDER OF SAID COUNTY. A.P. 
NUMBER: 166·341-008·3 The 
street address and other common 
designation, if any, of the real 
property described above is 
purported to be: 5854 QUIROZ 
DRIVE RIVERSIDE, CA 92504 The 
undersigned Trustee disclaims 
any liability for any incorrectness 
of the street address and other 
common designation, if any, 
shown herein. The total amount 
of the unpaid balance of the obli-
gation secured by the property to 
be sold and reasonable estimated 
costs, expenses and advances at 
the time of the initial publication 
of the Notice of sale is: 
$111 ,910.92 In addifion to cash, 
the Trustee will accept a cashier's 
check drawn on a state or na• 
tional bank, a check drawn by a 
state or federal credit union or a 
check drawn by a state or federal 
savings and loan association, 
savings association or savings 
bank specified in Section 5102 of 
the Financial Code and authorized 
to do business in this state. In the 
event tender other than cash is 
accepted, the Trustee may with-
hold the issuance of the Trustee's 
Deed until funds become available 
to the payee or endorsee as a 
matter of right. Said sale will be 
made, but without covenant or 
warranty, express or implied 
regarding title, possession or 
encumbrances, to satisfy the 
indebtedness secured by said 
Deed, advances thereunder, with 
interest as provided therein, and 
the unpaid principal of the note 
secured by said deed with interest 
thereon as provided in said Note, 
fees, charges and expenses of the 
trustee and of the trusts created 
by said Deed ofTrust. 
Dated: 01/11/1993 
GSL FINANCIAL AS TRUSTEE, 
BY: INTERSTATE TRUST DEED 
SERVICE, INC., AGENT 23382 
MILL CREEK DRIVE, SUITE 1318 
LAGUNA HILLS, CA 92653 REF I 
92· 19215 714· 707-5059 By: 
LISA M. EDGAR FORECLOSURE 
TECHNICIAN 
OPP 9888 JAN.14,21,28, 1993 
Sl:PERIOR <.OURT OF 
CALIFORNIA, COt.:JliTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE FAMILY LAW 
BRANCH 
CASE :,it.:MBER: 
Tl:AMf,SOLI 
Petitioner 
VS. 
PE~SYTHO~S 
Respondent 
ORDER FOR Pt.:BLICATIOS 
OF St.:'1~O:\S OR 
CITATION 
t:pon reading and filing 
evidence cons;sting of a 
declarations a provided In . 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
PETITIOSER Tt:A ~SOLi, 
and it satisfactorily appearing 
therefrom that the defendant, 
respondent, cltee PEN:',iY 
THO~S, cannot be served 
with reasonable diligence In 
any other manner specified In 
article, 3 Chapter 4, Title Sor 
the Code of CMI Proadure, 
and it also appearing from the 
verified complaint or petition 
that a good cause of action 
exists in this action in favor of 
the plaintiff, petitioner, or dtee 
therein and against the · 
deftndant, respondent, or citec 
and that the said defendant, 
respondent, or citee is a 
n~ry and proper party to 
the action or that the party to 
be ser,·ed has or claims an 
interest In, real or personal 
property In this stale that ls 
subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Court or the relief 
demanded in the action 
consists wholly or in part In 
excluding such party from an 
Interest in such property: 
lliOW. on motion of TUA 
MASOLI, IN PRO PER, 
Attomey(s) for the Plalntiff(s), 
Pctitloner(s), or contestant(s), 
IT IS ORDERED that the 
service of said summons or 
citation In this action be made 
upon said defendant, 
respot1dent, or cltee by 
publication thereof In THE 
BLACK VOICE a newspaper ' 
of general circulation 
published at RIVERSIDE, 
Calif om la, hereby deslpaled 
as the newspaper mOlt likely to 
ghe notice to said defendant: 
1111n sa,o puoticauon De maae 
at lease once a week for four 
successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of said summons or 
citation 1111d of said complaint 
or petition In this action be 
forthwith deposited In the 
U nlled States Post Office, post-
paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
If his address Is ascertained 
before expiration of the time 
prescribed for the publication 
of this summons or citation and 
a declaration of this malling or 
of the fact that the address was 
not ascertained by flied at the 
expiration of the time 
prescribed for the publication. 
Dated OCTOBER, 1992. 
lp/10/15/22129/,WS/g], 
S'lJPERIOR <.OURT OF 
CALIFOR~IA, COt.:1'TY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
RIVERSIDE FA:0.HLY LAW 
BRASCH 
CASE SL''.'t'IBER: 
TL'A Mf,SOLI 
Petitioner 
vs. 
PE:'i~Y THO:-.iAS 
Respondent 
ORDER FOR Pt'BLICATIO~ 
OF Sl':"wt:\1O~S OR 
CITATIO" 
t: pon reading and filing 
evidence consisting of a 
declarations a provided in 
Section 415.50 CCP by 
PETITIO"ER TlA ~SOLi, 
and It satisfactorily appearing 
therefrom that the? defendant, 
respondent, cltee PES:-iY 
THO'.\tAS, cannot be served 
with reasonable diligence In 
an.y other manner specified In 
article, 3 Chapter 4, Title 5 of 
the Code of Civil Procedure, 
and it also appHrlng from the 
verified complaint <W petition 
that a good cause or action 
exists In this action In favor or 
the plaintilT, petitioner, or dtee 
therein and against the · 
defendant, respondent, or citec 
and that the said defendant, 
respondent.. or citee is a 
nec~ry and proper party to 
the action or that the party to 
be sened has or claims an 
interest in, real or personal 
property in this state that is 
subject to the jurisdiction of 
the Court or the relief 
demanded In the action 
consists wholly or in part In 
excluding such party from an 
Interest in such property: 
lliOW. on motion ofTt.:A 
MASOLI, I~ PRO PER, 
Attomey(s) for the Plaintiff(s), 
Pctitioncr(s), or contestant(s), 
IT IS ORDERED that the 
service of said summons or 
citation in this action be made 
upon said defendant, 
respondent, or cltee by 
publication thereof In THE 
BLACK VOICE a newspaper 
of general circulation 
published at RIVERSIDE, 
California, hereby designated 
as the newspaper mOlt likely to 
give notice to said defendant: 
1111n sa,o puo11cauon oe made 
at least once a week for four 
successive weeks. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of said summons or 
citation and of said complaint 
or petltl on in th Is action be 
forthwith deposited in the 
United Stat.es Post Office, post· 
paid, directed to said 
defendant, respondent, or cltee 
If his address Is ascertalMCI 
before expiration of the time 
prescribed for the.publication 
of this summons or citation an~ 
a declaration of this malling or 
of the fact that the address was 
not ascertained by flied at the 
expiration of the time 
prescribed for the publication. 
DJ!led OCTOBER, 1992. 
)p/1/14/21/1Jj/j/~'J3 
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REEBOK FROM F / P CLAREMONT FROl\I F / P 
students slain in the protest. He was also instrumental in securing the release 
of a religious student leader alleged to be the mastennind of the student 
demonstration. 
Since 1990, when Zairian president Mobutu Sese Seko announced the 
nation would move to a multi-party system, VSV has been functioning 
openly, documenting human rights abuses through risky fact-finding 
missions and disseminating infonnation. Recently, Bahizire has broadened 
the organization's activities to include direct legal and material assistance to 
the victims of human rights abuses. 
Now in its 5th year, the Reebok Human Rights Award recognizes people 
on the front lines human rights work who, early in their lives and against 
- great odds, have significantly improved the human rights conditions of the 
people in their communities. Sharing this year's award with Bahizire are: 
Fernando de Araujo, 26. chairman of RENETIL, a student group 
campaigning for the independence of East Timor from Indonesia; Stacey 
Kabat, 29, director of the Boston-based Battered Women Fighting Back!, 
and Martin O'Brien, 28, a founding member of the Irish Network for 
Nonviolent Action Training and coordinator of the Committee on the 
Administration of Justice in Northern Ireland. 
The Reebok Human Rights Award is the only corporate human rights 
award to recognize young people. Candidates must be no more than 30 years 
of age and cannot advocate violence. 
UCR FI~OM F/P 
A memorial program will follow at 7 pm m the Uruvers1ty Theater and 
will feature speakers Angela Oh and Daniel Walker. Oh is a criminal 
defense attorney and an activist who is trying to help Korean-Americans and 
African-Americans find common ground. Walker extolls the power o 
positive thinking and cultural pride as a basis for success. 
The film "Amazing Grace," which features Dr. King's last speech, will 
also be shown at the commemoration. Choirs, including the Korean 
Christian Fellowship and the Scruggs Sisters, will perlonn. 
The commemoration "is symbolic of the cross-cultural relationships being 
developed on campus. Martin Luther King gives us that opportunity 
because it is an American holiday," said Zizwe, director of African Student 
Programs. 
The event is open to the public free of charge. For more infonnation, 
contact the African Student Programs at (909) 787-4576 or Asian Pacific 
Student Programs at (909) 787-7272. 
The Claremont Graduate School, Scripps College, 
Claremont McKenna College, Harvey Mudd 
College and Pitzer College. The Center provides 
certain comrpon services for the colleges, 
including the Office of Black Student Affairs, and 
maintains common facilities, such as the Libraries 
of The Claremont Colleges and the Huntley 
Bookstore. 
Clinton From F/P 
C. Delores Tucker, chair of the Democratic 
National Committee Black Caucus, was listed as 
Co-Chair of the new group along with Delano 
Lewis, prominent Washington business leaders 
listed as Co-Chair. The affair is scheduled at the 
swank Sequoia restaurant on the Potomac 
riverfront area of the fashionable Georgetown 
section of the District of Columbia. 
METZGER FROM F/P 
Bonnett said, "all of his (Metzger) personal 
appearences have caused problems. Based on the 
public safety issue, I cancelled the forum." 
The Black Voice article of December 24, 
1992, outlined the KKK issue. NAACP com-
plained that President Evans stood by and did 
nothing on this issue. 
According to Bonnett, Evans and Political 
Science Chair, Michael LeMay were unaware o 
the invitation extended to Metzger by graduate 
student, Micheal DeMayo. 
Willie Clark, of the NAACP, said he was dis-
appointed President Evans did not respond to his 
letter and even more concerned that no one con-
tacted him to advise him that the event was can-
celled. Clark said, "this incident brings up other 
issues on campus, like; why are there no Black 
vice presidents? Clark said he has contacted Art 
Fletcher, of the, Federal Commission on Civil 
Rights. C 
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Years ago. Hennan Russell was Fund hadn·c helped him get a qua!- row·s work force - 33% of whom 
just another kid growing up in a ity college education, he might still will be minorities. Send vour dona-
cough neighborhood with a part • P<r- mixing plaster. tion to: L"NCF, 500 E. 62nd Sc., New 
time job as a plasterer. ;r' we need your support to help York Citv, New York 10021. 
Today, he's one of the most sue- tlisadvamaged kids who can't afford Every kid you help today 
cessful contractors in America. college and to provide business can tu rn into a business asset 
If the United Negro College with qualified leaders for comor- tomorrow. 
Tough environments produce tough competitors. 
United Negro College Fund. r.tn 
A mind ls a terrible thing 10 waste. ~ 
•; 
!111 1n,1~n~ VCECE· llt1Ji$j 
The :lnlancl Empire Ha""'1!1 In Blacl• cancli'.·, M it•i 
The Black Voice News P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, CA 92502 Thursday, January 14, 1993 
The ultimate 
measure of a 
m·an is not 
where he 
stands in 
moments of 
comfort and 
• convenience, 
but where he 
stands at 
times of 
challenge and 
controversy. 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 
''Share The Dream'' 
Martin Luther King, Jr. was born in Atlanta Martin Luther King came back to the South to 
Georgia on January 15, 1929. His religious Pastor the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church in 
upbringing in the King home shaped the destiny Montgomery, Alabama. King founded the 
of Martin Luther King and thereby shaped the Southern Christian Leadership Conference in 
destiny of Black Americans, now and for ever- Atlanta on January 10, 1957 to coordinate all 
more. He graduated from Morehouse College civil rights activities. On December 10, 1964 at 
at the age of nineteen and entered Crozer the age of 35, he received the Nobel Peace 
Theological Seminary in Pennsylvania. He Prize. Martin Luther King was assassinated 
graduated a the top of his class and was award- while protesting the rights of 1,200 sanitation 
ed a Doctoral Fellowship to Boston University. workers in Memphis, Tennessee on April 4, 
Upon receiving his Doctoral Degree in 1955, 1968. 
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"Share The Dream" With MLK Cards 
Reverend Wiley Burton 
and Cheryl Brown, President 
of Brown Publishing 
anno~mce the release of a 
unique greeting card to cele-
brate the Dr. Martin Luther 
King' Jr. holiday. The new 
card includes a multi-lingual 
invitation for several guests to 
gather at the invitees home to 
celebrate Dr. Kings birthday. 
The card can also be used as a 
greeting card to acknowledge 
the special holiday. 
"Out of the ashes of the 
fires and frustrations to 
rebuild Los Angeles after 
May of 92 's insurrection, Rev. 
Wiley Burton has developed a 
plan to help rebuild the bro-
ken and non-existent relation-
ships in the community. A 
plan that is based on the con-
cepts of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. to "One day see, 
Black Children, White chil-
dren, all Children" playing 
with one another. It is in the 
spirit of his message and the 
celebration of the national 
holiday that the unique origi-
nal multi-cultural MLK card 
· was developed," said Brown. 
As a tribute and celebra-
tion, thousands of citizens all 
over the world will support 
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. holiday by inviting 
friends, co-workers and 
neighbors of different cultures 
into their homes for dinner or 
lunch. The purpose is to cre-
ate "Unity In Our 
Community," a dream of Dr. 
King's. The dinner will give 
the human race and its vari-
ous cultures a chance to break 
bread together so we can bet-
ter understand ~nd love each afu.,..u""'t=thi::.-. s ..... uru""'·""'q_u.._e_i ... de-a-,""",,-sa""'i...id 
other. Let's share recipes, Rev. Burton. 
culture, issues and the future "That's beautiful, that's 
together. Let us all invite a very parallel to Martin's 
friend or two to share a meal wants and hopes. Martin 
and enjoy in the spirit of a wanted all people to somehow 
better tomorrow. get together and share inter-
"When I explained the racial bindings of friendship, 
card concept of breaking he also thought that somehow 
bread, sharing cultures and by meeting in individual 
forming unity in the commu- homes, they could create the 
nity by inviting another cul- need to unify all people," said 
tural family into one's home Coretta Scott King, widow of 
as a needed theme to support Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
the survival of The Martin The concept is simple. 
Luther King holiday, Mrs. Invite a person from another 
Coretta King was elated, culture for a meal. Breaking 
happy, and very positive bread together is the most 
Rev. WIiey Burton 
ideal way to get to know 
someone of another culture 
because cultures evolve 
around the common denomi-
nation of meals. 
"I got the idea last year on 
Dr. King's birthday. said Rev. 
· Burton. "I was talking to a 
multi-racial group of students 
about African American tradi-
tions. We were discussing the 
need for some kind of way to 
unite people of different races 
and cultures to celebrate the 
racial harmony that was Dr. 
King's Dream, when this Idea 
hit me," Burton added. 
Brown and Rev. Burton 
both feel that for years the 
dominant media have made it 
seem that Dr. King's birthday 
was only a Black Holiday. 
"Mean while my children 
have been telling me that, (Dr. 
King's birthday), not just an 
African American holiday. 
They contended that it should 
be a day we all celebrate," 
said Rev. Burton. 
His idea is that the day 
should be used to celebrate 
unity. "I want people of all 
races to use the birthday cele-
bration of this century's most 
prominent advocate for racial 
harmony as the catalyst to get 
together to practice and cele-
brate racial harmony. Today 
more than ever our nation 
needs a real sharing of unity 
in all cities to bring us back 
together," Rev. Burton said. 
"We developed and pro-
duced this unique multi-pur-
pose invitational cards in an 
effort to bring people of all 
races together for at least one 
day" said Rev Burton. 
The cards are available 
through mail order only for 
now but Brown Publishing is 
developing the supply net-
works to put the cards into 
stationary stores across the 
nation by January. 
Brown believes that the 
dinner will give the human 
race and its various cultures a 
chance to break bread togeth-
er so we can better understand 
and love each other. "Let's 
share recipes, culture, issues 
and the future together. Let 
us all invite a friend or two to 
share a meal and enjoy in the 
spirit of a better tomorrow," 
said Rev. Burton. 
The price for Dr. Martin 
Luther King Invitational 
Cards is $2.00 each. A box of 
12 cards is $14.95 plus 
postage and handling. To 
order your cards call 1-909-
682 -6070. Or send a check 
or money order to: Brown 
Publishing, MLK Cards, 1583 
West Baseline Avenue, San 
Bernardino, CA 92411. 
''Hatred and bitterness can never cure 
the disease of fear; only love , an do · 
that. Hatred paralyzes life; love harmo-
nizes it. Hatred darkens life; love illu-
mines it.'' ---------Martin Luther King, Jr., 
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Martin Luther King, Jr. Biography {Continued) 
1958 Doctor of Laws, 
Morgan State College Doctor 
of Humanities, Central State 
College 
1959 Doctor of Divinity, 
Boston University 
1961 Doctor of Laws, 
Lincoln University Doctor of 
Laws, University of 
Bridgeport 
1962 Doctor of Civil 
Laws, Bard College 
1963 Doctor of Letters, 
Keuka College 
1964 Doctor of Divinity, 
Wesleyan College Doctor of 
Laws, Jewish Theological 
Seminary Doctor of Laws, 
Yale University Doctor of 
Divinity, Springfield College 
1965 Doctor of Laws, 
Hofstra University Doctor of 
Humane Letters, Oberlin 
College Doctor Social 
Science, Amsterdam Free 
University Doctor of Divinity, 
St. Peter's college 
1967 Doctor of Civil 
Law, University of New 
Castle, Upon Tyne Doctor of 
Laws, Grinnell College. 
CAREER 
Martin Luther King entered 
the Christian ministry and 
was ordained in February 
1948 at the age of 19 at 
Ebenezer Baptist Church, 
Atlanta, Georgia. Following 
his ordination, he became 
Assistant Pastor of Ebenezer. 
Upon completion of his stud-
ies at Boston University, he 
accepted the call of Dexter 
Avenue Baptist Church, 
Montgomery, Alabama. He 
was the pastor of Dexter 
Avenue from September 1954 
to November 1959, when he 
resigned to move to Atlanta to 
direct the activities of the 
Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. 
From l 960 until his death in 
1968, he was co-pastor with 
his father at Ebenezer Baptist 
Church and President of the 
Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. 
Dr. King was a pivotal fig-
ure in the Civil Rights 
Movement. He was elected 
President of the Montgomery 
Improvement Association, the 
organization which was 
responsible for the successful 
Montgomery Bus Boycott 
from 1955 to 1956 (381 
days). He Was arrested thirty 
times for his participation in 
civil rights activities. He was 
a founder and President of the 
Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference from 
1957 to 1968. He was also 
Vice President of the National 
Sunday School and Baptist 
Teaching Union Congress of 
the National Baptist 
Convention. He was a mem-
ber of several national and 
local boards of directors, and 
served on the boards of 
trustees of several institutions 
and agencies Dr. King was 
elected to membership in sev-
eral learned societies includ-
ing the prestigious American 
Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. 
AWARDS 
Dr. King received several 
hundred awards for his lead-
ership in the Civil Rights 
Movement. Among them 
were: 
Selected one of the 10 most 
outstanding personalities of 
the year by Time, 1957. 
Listed in Who's Who in 
America, 1957. 
The Spingam Medal 
from NAACP, 1957. 
The 
Award from the 
National Newspaper 
Publishers, 1957. 
The 'Second Annual 
Achievement Award' - The 
Guardian Association of the 
Police Department of New 
York, 1958. 
Link Magazine of New 
Delhi, India, listed Dr. King 
as one of the 16 world leaders 
who had contributed most to 
the advancement of freedom 
during 1959. 
Named "Man of the Year," 
by Time, 1963. 
Named "American of the 
Decade," by the Laundry, Dry 
Cleaning, and Die Workers, 
International Union, 1963. 
The John Dewey award, 
from the United Federation of 
Teachers, 1964. The John F. 
Kennedy Award, from the 
Catholic Interracial Council 
of Chicago, 1964. 
The Nobel Peace Prize, at 
age 35, the youngest man, 
second American, and the 
third black man to be so hon-
ored, 1964. 
The Marcus Garvey Prize 
for Human Rights, presented 
by the Jamaican Government, 
posthumously, 1968. 
The Rosa L. Parks Award, 
presented by the Southern 
Christian Leadership 
Conference, posthumously, 
1968. 
The Aims Field-Wolf 
Award for his book, Stride 
Toward Freedom. 
The above awards and oth-
ers, along with numerous cita-
tions, are in the Archives of 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Center for Nonviolent Social 
Change, Inc. in Atlanta, 
Georgia. 
PUBLICATIONS 
Although extremely 
involved with his family, his 
church, the Southern 
Christian Leadership 
Conference, activities for 
peace and justice, his world 
travels, and his many speak-
ing engagements, Dr. King 
wrote six books and numer-
ous articles. 
His volumes are: 
(1) Stride Toward 
Freedom, (New York: Harper 
& Row, 1958). The story of 
the Montgomery Bus Boycott. 
(2) The Measure of A 
Man, (Philadelphia: Pilgrim 
Press, 1959. A selection of 
sermons. 
(3) Why We Can't Wait, 
(New York: Harper & Row, 
1961). The story of the 
Birmingham Campaign. 
(4) Strength To Love, 
(New York: Harper & Row, 
1963; A selection of ser-
mons. 
(5) Where Do We Go 
From Here: Chaos or 
Community?, (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1967). 
Reflections on the problems 
of today's world, the nuclear 
amis race, etc. 
(6) (Posthumously) The 
Trumpet of Conscience, (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1967). 
The Massey Lectures red by 
the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation. 
DEATH 
Dr. King was shot while 
standing on the balcony of the 
Lorraine Motel in Memphis, 
Tennessee, April 4, 1968 by 
James Earl Ray. James Earl 
Ray was arrested in London, 
England June 8, 1968 and 
returned to Memphis, 
Tennessee July 19, 1969 to 
stand trail for the assassina-
tion of Dr. King. 
On March 9, 1969, before 
coming to trial he entered a 
guilty plea and was sentenced 
to 99 years in the Tennessee 
state Penitentiary. Dr. King 
was in Memphis to help 
lead sanitation workers 
in a protest against 
low wages 
·and intolera-
ble working condi-
tions. 
His funeral services 
were held April 9, 1968, 
in Atlanta at Ebenezer 
Church and on the campus of 
Morehouse College, with the 
President of the United States 
proclaiming a day of mourn-
ing and flags being flown at 
half-staff. The area where Dr. 
King is entombed is located 
on Freedom Plaza and sur-
rounded by the Freedom Hall 
Complex of The Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Center for 
Nonviolent Social Change, 
Inc. The Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Historic Site, a 23 acre 
area was listed as a National 
Historic Landmark May 5, 
1977, and was made a 
National Historic Site 
October 10, 1980 by the U.S. 
Department of the Interior. 
SPEECHES 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
was a vital personality of the 
modem era. His lectures and 
remarks stirred the concern 
and sparked the conscience of 
a generation; the movements 
and marches he led brought 
significant changes in the fab-
ric of American life; his 
courageous and selfless devo-
tion gave direction to 13 years 
of civil rights activities; his 
charismatic l~adership 
inspired men and women, 
young and old, in this nation 
and abroad. 
Dr. King's concept of 
"somebodieness" gave black 
and poor people a new sense 
of worth and dignity. His phi-
losophy of nonviolent direct 
action, and his strategies for 
rational and non-destructive 
social change, galvanized the 
conscience of this nation and 
reordered its priorities. The 
Voting Rights Act of 1965, 
for example, went to 
Congress as a result of the 
Selma to Montgomery march. 
His wisdom, his words, his 
actions, his commitment, and 
his dream for a new cast of 
life, are intertwined with the 
American experience. The 
"Letter from Birmingham 
Jail" ranks among the most 
important American docu-
ments. 
His speech at the March on 
Washington in 1963, his 
acceptance speech of the 
Nobel Peace Prize and his 
final sermon in Memphis, are 
among his most famous utter-
ances . The following 
excerpts reveal the cogency, 
power, and persuasiveness of 
his speaking style. 
(see page 1 main section 
for the complete text of the "I 
have a dream" speech.) 
Acceptance OJ Nobel 
Peace Prize 
"I accept this award today 
with an abiding faith in 
America and an audacious 
faith in the future of mankind. 
I refuse to accept the idea that 
the 'issues' of man's present 
nature makes him morally 
incapable of reaching up for 
the eternal 'oughtness' that 
forever confronts him. I 
refuse to accept the idea that 
man is mere flotsam and jet-
sam in the river of life unable 
to influence the unfolding of 
events which surround him. I 
refuse to accept the view that 
mankind is so tragically 
bound to the starless midnight 
of racism and war that the 
bright daybreak of peace and 
brotherhood can never 
become a reality." 
"I refuse to accept the cyni-
cal notion that nation after 
nation must spiral down a 
militaristic stairway into the 
hell of a thermonuclear 
destruction . I believe that 
unarmed truth an?-uncondi-
tional lov~ will havf': th~ final 
Continued on Page 13 
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The Life Of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
A BRIEF 
CHRONOLOGY 
The following chronology has 
been abridged from The 
Words of Martin Luther King, 
Jr., selected by Coretta Scott 
King. 
1929 
January 15 - King is born in 
Atlanta, Georgia, to Rev. and 
Mrs. Martin Luther King, Sr. 
1948 
February 25 - King is 
ordained to the Baptist min-
istry. 
June - King graduates from 
Morehouse College with a 
B.A. in sociology. 
September - King enters 
Crozer Theological Seminary 
and, after hearing sermons on 
the life and teachings of 
Mohandas Gandhi, begins to 
study Gandhi and his philos-
ophy. 
1953 
June 18 - King marries 
Coretta Scott in Marion, 
Alabama. 
1954 
May 17 - The Supreme 
Court in Brown v. Board of ' 
Education, rules segregation 
in public schools uncon-
stitutional. 
October 31 - King is installed 
as pastor of Dexter Avenue 
Church in Montgomery, 
Alabama. 
1955 
June 5 - King receives doc-
toral degree in Systematic 
Theology from Boston 
University. 
December 1 In 
Montgomery, Rosa Parks 
refuses to relinquish her bus 
seat to a white man and is 
arrested. This incident touch-
es off a massive bus boycott, 
led by King as president of 
the Montgomery 
Improvement Association. 
1956 
February 21 - After suffer-
ing other legal harassments 
and personal threats, King is 
indicted in the boycott on 
charges of conspiracy against 
a business without "just or 
legal cause." 
November 13 - The Supreme 
Court upholds a lower court 
decision declaring unconstitu-
tional Alabama's laws requir-
ing segregation on buses. 
December 21 - Montgomery 
buses are integrated. 
1957 
February - The Southern 
Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC) is found-
ed. King is elected president, 
and shortly thereafter Time 
Magazine puts him on its 
cover. 
September - President 
Dwight Eisenhower federal-
izes the Arkansas National 
Guard to escort nine black 
students to an all-white high 
school in Little Rock. 
The first civil rights act since 
Reconstruction is passed by 
Congress. 
1958 
June 23 - King and other 
black leaders meet with 
President Eisenhower. 
September - King's book 
Stride Toward Freedom: The 
Montgomery Story is pub-
lished. 
1959 February - Dr. and 
Mrs. King spend a month in 
India, as guests of Prime 
Minister Nehru, studying 
Gandhi 's techniques of nonvi-
olence. 
1960 
January 24 - King becomes 
co-pastor, with his father, of 
Ebenezer Baptist Church in 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
1962 
September 20 - James 
Meredith, a black, makes an 
attempt to enroll at the 
University of Mississippi. He 
is ultimately enrolled by 
Supreme Court order, and is 
escorted onto the campus by 
U.S. marshals. 
October 16 - King meets 
with President Kennedy in a 
one hour White House confer-
ence. 
1963 
April 16 - King writes the 
"Letter from Birmingham 
Jail" while imprisoned for 
demonstrating against the 
segregation of eating facilities 
in that city. 
August 28 - King delivers the 
"I Have a Dream" speech at 
the Lincoln Memorial during 
the March on Washington, the 
first large integrated protest 
march. 
1964 
July 2 - King attends the 
signing of the Public 
Accommodations Bill, part of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
by President Johnson in the 
White House. 
December 10 - King receives 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 
Oslo, Norway. 
1965 
March 21 - Thousands of 
protesters, protected by feder-
al troops, begin a march from 
Selma to Montgomery, 
Alabama. Upon arriving at 
the state capitol they hear a 
speech by King. 
August 6 - The 1965 Voting 
Rights Act is signed by 
President Johnson. 
1966 
July 10 - King launches a 
drive to make Chicago an 
"open city" in regard to hous-
ing. Shortly thereafter, he is 
stoned while leading a march 
through crowds of angry 
whites. 
1967 
July 26 - Following sus-
tained riots in Newark and 
Detroit, King and other black 
leaders plead for an end to the 
violence, calling it "ineffec-
tive and damaging to the civil 
rights cause and the entire 
nation." 
November 27 - King 
announces the formation by 
the SCLC of a Poor People's 
Campaign, which will aim to 
help both poor blacks and 
whites. 
1968 
March 28 - King leads thou-
sands of protesters in a march 
through downtown Memphis 
in support of striking 
sanitation workers. 
April 3 - King delivers his 
"I've Been to the Mountain 
Top" speech at the Memphis 
Masonic Temple. 
April 4 - While speaking 
from the balcony of his hotel 
room, King is assassinated by 
a sniper. James Earl Ray is 
later captured and convicted 
of the murder. 
1986 
January 18 - Following the 
passage of Public Law 98-144 
by Congress, President 
Ronald Reagan declares the 
first observance of King's 
birthday, to be celebrated the 
third Monday of each January. 
''I believe 
that the--
·unarmed 
truth and 
uncondi-
tional love 
will have 
the final 
word in real-
ity. I still 
believe that · 
we shall 
overcome 
------- Martin Luther King, Jr., 
1967 
r 
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I Have A Dream 
By Dr. Martin Luther 
I am happy to join with 
you today in what will go 
down in history as the great-
est demonstration for freedom 
in the history of our nation. 
Five score years ago, a 
great American, in whose 
symbolic shadow we stand 
today, signed the 
Emancipation Proclamation. 
This momentous decree came 
as a great beacon light of 
hope to millions of Negro 
slaves, who had been seared 
in the flames of withering 
injustice. It came as a joyous 
daybreak to end the long 
night of their captivity. 
But one hundred years 
later, the Negro is still not 
free. One hundred years later, 
the life of the Negro is still 
sadly crippled by the mana-
cles of segregation and the 
chains of discrimination. One 
hundred years later, the 
Negro lives on a lonely island 
of poverty in the midst of a 
vast ocean of material pros-
perity. One hundred years 
later, the Negro is still lan-
guished in the corners of 
American society and finds 
himself an exile in his own 
land. So we have come here 
today to dramatize a shameful 
condition. 
In a sense we've come to 
our nation's Capitol to cash a 
check. When the architects of 
our republic wrote the mag-
nificent words of the 
Constitution and the 
Declaration of Independence, 
they were signing a promisso-
ry note to which every 
American was to fall heir. 
This note was a promise that 
all men yes, Black men and 
well as White men- would 
be guaranteed the unalienable 
rights of life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness. It is 
obvious today that America 
has defaulted on this promis-
sory note, insofar as her citi-
zens of color are concerned. 
Instead of honoring I this 
sacred obligation, America 
has given the Negro people a 
bad check; a check which has 
come back marked "insuffi-
cient funds." But we refuse to 
believe that the bank of jus-
tice is bankrupt. We refuse to 
believe that there are insuffi-
cient funds in the great vaults 
of opportunity of this nation. 
So we've come to cash this . 
check-a check that will give 
us upon demand the riches of 
freedom and the security of 
justice. We have also come to 
this hallowed spot to remind 
America of the fierce urgency 
of now. This is not the time to 
engage in the luxury of cool-
ing off or to take the tranquil-
izing drug of gradualism Now 
is the time to make real the 
promises of Democracy. Now 
is the time to rise from the 
dark and desolate valley of 
segregation to the sunlit path 
of racial justice Now is the 
time to lift our nation from 
Black Voice News, 
the quicksands of racial injus-
tice to the solid rock of broth-
erhood. Now is the time to 
make justice a reality for all 
God's children. 
It would be fatal for the 
nation to· overlook the 
urgency of the moment. This 
sweltering summer of the 
Negro's legitimate discontent 
will not pass until there is an 
invigorating autumn of free-
dom and equality. Nineteen 
sixty-three is not an end, but a 
beginning. Those who hope 
that the Negro needed to blow 
off steam and will now be 
content will have a rude. 
awakening if the nation 
returns to busi-
ness as usual. 
There will be nei-
ther rest nor tran-
quility in 
America until the 
Negro is granted 
his citizenship 
rights. The whirl-
winds of revolt 
will continue to 
shake the founda-
tions of our 
nation until the 
bright day of jus-
tice emerges. 
But there is 
something that I 
must say to my 
people who stand 
on the warm 
threshold which 
leads into the 
palace of justice. 
In the process of 
gaining our right-
Brown Publishing Company 
and 
C & H Public Relations 
Salutes · 
Martin Llither King, Jr. 
Holiday · . . ·•.·· .· · 
(.,, ' ·.;, 
.. , .. ·".. . 
ful place we must not be 
guilty of wrongful deeds. Let 
us not seek to satisfy our 
thirst for freedom by drinking 
from the cup of bitterness and 
hatred. 
We must forever conduct 
our struggle on the high plane 
of dignity and discipline. We 
must not allow our creative 
protest to degenerate into 
physical violence. Again and 
again we must rise to the 
majestic heights of meeting 
physical force with soul force. 
The marvelous new militancy 
which has engulfed the Negro 
community must not lead us 
to a distrust of all White peo-
Thursday, January 14, 1993 
ple. For many of our White 
brothers, as evidenced by 
their presence here today, 
have come to realize that their 
destiny is tied up with our 
destiny. And they have come 
to realize that their freedom is 
inextricably bound to our 
freedom. We cannot walk 
alone. 
And as we walk, we must 
make the pledge that we shall 
always march ahead. We can-
not turn back There are those 
who ask the devotees of civil 
rights, when will you be satis-
fied? We can never be satis-
fied as long as the Negro is 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13) 
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EXCELLENCE HAS ~IANY FACES 
.Join MillPr Bn'wing Company as \\·r 
c·PlrbratP tlw nation's outstanding 
African AnwriC'an LPaders, with our 
tenth annivPrsary rdition of the 
Gallery of Grrats calPndar 
and swPatshirt which display color 
images of the fratured lPadPrs. 
l\1illPr ,vill donatP a portion of 
the proC'rrds from tlw sa}P of each 
sPries. This issup kat urps 
twpJ\·p <'olor pm1raits with 
biographiPs and Pssays on 
subjects of interest to our 
communities. The calen- • l/". ~tj(jttrtfs 
(i-allPry of (irPats item to 
t lw Thurgood Marshall 
Scholarship Fund. pro\·id-
ing 4 yPar scholarships for 
the histmically black puulir· 
colleges. Excellent'e will 
dar is available for purchase, as well 
as tlw authentic tenth Pdition t-shirt 
always have many faces with your sup-
po1i of black highrr education . 
ORDER f''ORM 
Limil<'d ()ffpr! 199;3 Gallrry of GrPals 10th Edition 
Pl(•as(' mail your dwc-k or monry or(kr, payablP to: 
TI\.ISF Produc-ts, P.O. l3ox -l-1251, Atlanta, GA 30:3:36- 125 1. 
To onl<'r by c-rrdit c-ard, pleas<' rail: l -800-444-GIVE (4483). 
l'/('(/.'Wfill i111//1(/1//ili<'s (Ill// 1·us/: 
1993 CALENDAR ($10.95 ea.) 
T-SHIRT ($14.95 ea.) 
SWEATSHIRT ($22.95 ea.; for M, Land XL; $24.95 ea. for XXL) 
M 
M 
Quantity 
L _ XL 
L XL 
,,,,, 
1llURGOOO 
MARSHALL 
S00.ARSHIP fl,ND 
$ 
$ 
XXL $ 
Mr/Mrs/Ms: 
i\ddrPss: 
City: Stal<': 
) 
Zip: 
Subtotal $ 
Salrs Tax ApplirablP For Your ArPa $ 
Add Shipping and Handling $ 
TOTAL (rh<'ck or money ordC'r) $ 
2.95 
l>aytimr trl<'phonr:( 
Ag<': 
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"I have the audacity to believe that people everywhere can 
have three meals a day for their bodies, education and 
culture for their minds, and dignity, equality, and freedom 
for their spirits. I believe that what self-centered men have 
torn down other-centered men can build up." 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
!MAL. 
f!lk$Jgl,t~1;!JJe 
CAROUSEL MALL 
2nd & 'E' Street 
Downtown San Bernardino 
(714) 884-0106 
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Let Freedom Ring From the 
curvaceous hills of California ... 
Let Freedom Ring from every 
hill and molehill of Mississippi 
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
\ from the his I Have A Dream Speech 
Modern Gunite Inc. 
Salutes the Contributions of Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr. to peace, 
freedom and racial equality. 
Riverside California 
DREAMS Do COME TRUE 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. showed us all the importance of 
dreams and visions many years ago. 
Fifty years ago Dr. Sidney R. Garfield, a Los Angeles 
surgeon, had a vision of a group practice prepayment plan 
for workers on a construction project in the Southern 
California desert. 
Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser participated in Dr. Garfield's 
project as the carrier of coverage for industrial-related 
illnesses and injuries. 
From this vision and dream , . ~ -l.9~ Kaiser Permanente ·,' 
~ • ·~ Medical Care Program ~ ••~I //I ~ became the largest 
. 1111 'Ii ~:;:i:ti~~e::~ 
FONTANA On our 50th 
anniversary we the 
Kaiser Permanente 
physicians and employees in 
Fontana salute and share the dream of the dreamer, Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. as testimony that dreams do come 
true. 
Good People, Good Medicine 
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--1 Have A Dream (Continued)--
the victim of the unspeakable 
honors of police brutality. We 
can never be satisfied as 
long as our bodies, heavy 
with the fatigue of travel, can-
not gain lodging in the motels 
of the highways and the 
hotels of the cities. We can-
not be satisfied as long as the 
Negro's basic mobility is 
from a smaller ghetto to a 
larger one. We can never be 
satisfied as long as our chil-
dren are stripped of their self-
hood and robbed of their dig-
nity by signs stating: For 
Whites Only. We cannot be 
satisfied as long as the Negro 
in Mississippi cannot vote and 
a Negro in New York believes 
he has nothing for which to 
vote. No, no, we are not satis-
fied, and we will not be satis-
fied until justice rolls down 
like waters and righteousness 
like a mighty stream. 
I am not unmindful that 
some of you have come here 
out of great trials and tribula-
tions. Some of you have come 
fresh from narrow jail cells. 
Some of you have come from 
areas where your quest for 
freedom left you battered by 
the storms of persecution and 
staggered by the winds of 
police brutality. You have 
been the veterans of creative 
suffering. Continue to work 
with the faith that unearned 
suffering is redemptive. 
Go back to Mississippi, go 
back to Alabama, go back to 
South Carolina, go back to 
Georgia, go back to 
Louisiana, go back to the 
slums and ghettos of our 
northern cities, knowing that 
somehow this situation can 
and will be changed. Let us 
not wallow in the valley of 
despair. 
I say to you today, my 
friends, so even though we 
face the difficulties of today 
and tomorrow, I still have a 
dream, it is a dream deeply 
rooted in the American 
dream. 
I have a dream that one day 
this nation will rise up and 
live out the true meaning of 
its creed: "We hold these 
truths to be self evident; that 
MLK and Malcolm X at a press conference, the capital 
Building, Washington D.C., March 1964. (Library of 
Congress Photo) 
To Subscribe Call 
909-682-6070 
all men are created equal." 
I have a dream that one 
day on the red hills of 
Georgia the sons of former 
slaves and the sons of former 
slave owners will be able to 
sit down together at the table 
of brotherhood; I have a 
dream--
That one day even the state 
of Mississippi, a state swelter-
ing with the heat of injustice, 
sweltering with the heat of 
oppression, will be trans-
formed into an oasis of free-
dom and justice; I have a 
dream--
That my four little chil-
dren will one day live in a 
nation where they will not be 
judged by the color of their 
skin but by the content of 
their character; I have a 
dream today. 
I have a dream that one 
day down in Alabama. with 
its vicious racists, with its 
governor having his lips drip-
ping with the words of inter-
position and nullification one 
day right there in Alabama lit-
tle Black boys and Black girls 
will be able to join hands with 
little White boys and White 
girls as sisters and brothers; I 
have a dream today --
1 have a dream that one 
day every valley shall be 
exalted, every hill and moun-
tain shall be made low, the 
rough places will be made 
plane and crooked places will 
be made straight, and the 
glory of the Lord shall be 
revealed, and all flesh shall 
see it together. 
This is our hope. This is 
the faith that I go back to the 
South with. 
With this faith we will be 
able to hew out of the moun-
tain of despair a stone of 
hope. With this faith we will 
be able to transform the jan-
gling discords of our nation 
into a beautiful symphony of 
brotherhood. With this faith 
we will be able to work 
together, to pray together, to 
struggle together, to go to jail 
together, to stand up for free-
dom together, knowing that 
we will be free one day. 
This will be the day ... This 
will be the day when all of 
God's children will be able to 
sing with new meaning "My 
country 'tis of thee, sweet 
land of liberty, of thee I sing. 
Land where my fathers died, 
land of the pilgrim's pride, 
from every mountainside, let 
freedom ring," and if America 
is to be a great nation- this 
must become true. 
So let freedom ring-from 
the prodigious hilltops of 
New Hampshire, 
Let freedom ring; from 
the mighty mountains of New 
York, let freedom ring-from 
the heightening Alleghenies 
of Pennsylvania! 
Let Freedom ring from 
the snowcapped Rockies of 
Colorado! 
Let freedom ring from the 
curvaceous slopes of 
California! 
But not only that; let free-
dom ring from Stone 
Mountain of Georgia! 
Let freedom ring from 
Lookout Mountain of 
Tennessee! 
Let freedom ring from 
every hill and mole hill of 
Mississippi. From every 
mountainside, let freedom 
ring, and when this happens. 
When we allow freedom to 
ring, when we let it ring frqm 
every village and every ham-
let, from every state and every 
city, we will be able to speed 
up that day when all of God's 
children, Black men and 
White men, Jews and 
Gentiles, Protestants and 
Catholics. will be able to join 
hands and sing in the words 
of the old Negro spiritual, 
"Free at last! Free at last! 
thank God almighty, we are 
free at last!" 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4 
word in reality. This is why 
right temporarily defeated is 
stronger than evil triumphant." 
(From MLK's Acceptance 
Speech, The Nobel Peace 
Prize, 1964) 
Subscribe 
We must time cre-
atively, in the 
knowledge that 
the time is always 
ripe to do right." 
-------Marth Luther King, Jr., 1967 
-
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Sign 
aff orclability. 
Look for this sign to get more 
house than you ever imagined 
possible. HUDHomesaresoldatfair 
market value . And that means you can expect 
to get more for your money. HUD has homes 
in many desirable locations. Homes to fit 
just about any lifestyle or budget. 
When you see this sign displayed on a 
house, you can rest assured the house is 
priced to sell . 
For more information on HUD Homes, see 
your neighborhood real estate pro- \.)\. 
fessional . And, to get a free ~ \\,o\\\~1.m 
brochure filled with helpful "{o\\! \J ... ~ -~ 
advice on choosing, buying, ~~ 
and enjoying a home call (j\~~ 
1-800-767-4HUD. tlii!!II 
• HUD Homes. The Smart Move. 
1tltl G) 
© 1992HUD 
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~APPY BIRT~DAY DR. KI~G 
Dr. Martin Luther King's dream 
for African -Americans includes 
the freedom to create our own 
economic success. Orange Show 
Lincoln - Mercury and Chino Hills 
Ford are part of the Largest and 
Most Successful African-
American owned Dealerships in 
the country. We are proud to be 
successful in one of the most 
significant parts of Dr. King's 
Dream -- Success in Business. 
I have a drea1n that one day every val-
ley shall be exalted, every hill and 
mountain shall be made low, the rough 
places will be 1nade plane and crooked 
places will be 1nade straight, and the 
glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and 
all flesh shall see it together ---MLK 
C.::>I~.A.1""-JC~E St IC>W LI1',JC.:::C>Ll""-J - 1'/1._EI~C::LJI~Y ~C>Ll<SW.A.~El""-J 
1600 Se>LJT"I-I C::.A_lv'l:Il'J"C> ~E.A.L 
S.A.1'T BEI~1'T.A.I~I=>l'J"IC>, C::..A.. 924-08 
(909) 889-3514 
C::I-III'J"C> I--IILLS Fe>I~I=> 
4-4-80 C::I-III'J"C> I--IILLS PI<W-Y-
C:: I-II r--.J" C>, C:: ..A_ 
(909) 393-9331 
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Coretta Urges 'No Violence' 
he annual cele-
bration of Dr. 
Martin Luther 
King's will be 
officially 
observed Monday, January 18, 
in hundreds of communities in 
Calendar 
Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Luncheon Planned 
The Rialto Freedom and 
Cultural Society presents its 
Fifth Annual Spectacular 
Luncheon on Sunday, 
January 17, 1993 in honor of 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
The event will begin at 2 p.m. 
at El Rancho Verde Country 
Club in Rialto. The entire 
community is invited to 
attend. Retired, Lt. General 
Thomas Clifford will be the 
guest speaker. 
The event asks for a $12 
donation. For more 
information, call 383-5251 or 
820-6001. 
the United States and through- King called "A new revolution by a Labor-Management- cussion on the "Freedom 
out the world following a ten- of values" Mrs. King Seeking" techniques 
day King Week of activities in emphasized in listing of Dr. King and 
Atlanta, officials of the King the "diverse" partici- Malcolm "X" by Mrs. 
Center for Non-Violent Social pants addressing"the "If we can demonstrate that most King, activist-busi-
Change announced. major crisis we face ness leader Percy 
In opening the celebration, today" The "cutting- of the world can go just one day Sutton, Dr. Robert 
the civil-rights martyr's widow, edge" leaders were Franklin and 
Mrs. Coretta Scott King called identified as former without major armed conflict, then Reverend Jackson. 
for a "one day, world-wide President Jimmy Carter, In Washington 
moratorium on violence" on the Haiti 's President-in- it might someday be possible for a (D.C.), four outstand-
national holiday. "If we can Exile, Jean Bertrand ing area choirs were 
demonstrate that most of the Aristide; Sen. Harris moratorium on violence to last sev- featured in an 
world ~an go just one day with- Woffard (D-PA); Rep. Interfaith Tribute to 
out major armed conflict, then it Maxine Water (D-CA); eral days, or a week, a month, or Dr. King at the 
might someday be possible for a Georgia Gov. Zell Kennedy Center 
moratorium on violence to last Miller; Atlanta Mayor even a year." Concert Hall in a pre-
several days, or a week, a Maynard Jackson; sentation by the 
month, or even a year," she Patricia Ireland, Sarah - Mrs. Coretta Scott King Choral Arts Society 
declared. Brady and Revs. and the Howard 
"It is important to remember Andrew Young and University Choirs. 
that King Week is not just about Jesse Jackson. Government Social The performances included the 
celebrating the legacy of a great Beginning with an Interfaith Responsibility Seminar, the McKinley Senior High School 
American leader. It is about edu- Clergy Conference at the King annual Salute to Greatness Choir and the combined Bethel 
eating and training people in his Center Freedom Hall, the Dinner, the State of the Dream Korean Presbyterian 
nonviolent philosophy and strat- · Atlanta activities featured public address and the awarding of the Church/First Baptist Korean 
egy so they will be able to apply hearings on gun control Services Martin Luther King Jr. Peace Choirs. 
his teachings in their struggles of Rededication to Peace and Prize by his daughter, Rev. The National King Holiday 
against hunger, and joblessness, Justice, a National You-th Bernice King, on the official Commission also held interfaith 
discrimination, bigotry, war and Against Violence Symposium, holiday. services at the Metropolitan 
Martin Luther King, Jr. all forms of violence," the Freedom Train Rides to Stone Another highlight of the Baptist Church in cooperation 
Orator Makes widow continued. Mountain, Ga., and a Selma to observance iS a scheduled colle- with the D.C. Support 
Presentations The 1993 observance is Atlanta Relay. giate conference on ''Two Paths Committee. Participating groups 
Reverend Dennis M. designed to launch what Dr. The week will be climaxed to Liberation" featuring a dis- included the Holy Redeemer 
Roman Catholic Choir, the 
Colesville United Methodist 
Church and Islamic, Jewish, 
Morman and Sikh faith 
Community members. The 
Commission also urged partici-
pation in Freedom Bell ringing 
ceremonies in Philadelphia and 
other cities in conjunction with 
Presidential Inaugural bell ring-
ing services. 
Taking note of the inaugura-
tion week activities, Mrs. King 
said "as we celebrate the 8th 
national Martin Luther King Jr. 
holiday, we share the hopes Of 
million of American that the 
new administration will provide 
leadership to fulfill Dr. King's 
dream. We are encouraged that 
President-Elect Clinton has 
nominated the most diverse cab-
inet in the nation's history. 
"We also share -Dr. King's 
strongly-held belief, however, 
that the People must sbt the 
National Agenda and lead the 
Politicians , the Nation and 
World to a greater Destiny." 
Larry Still-Capitol News 
Service (This is an updated 
article submitted earlier through 
NNPA)' 
Brown has been compared to ...------=.-:.:..-:.,:..,--_ -... -_ -----.==.=::.=..-:-__ -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-::_- :-=;;;;==:==:;====;;============;;~===:;;:=.=.--_-_-_--:_-_-_-_-_-_-_ -.... -,,.,. -.... --__ .... --------------, 
Dr. King since he first 
delivered King's "I Have A 
Dream" speech in 1975. 
Since, then, Brown has 
visited several schools, 
museums and was even 
invited to visit the King 
Center in Atlanta, Georgia by 
Coretta Scott King. Now the 
pastor of Magnolia Mt. 
Baptist Church, 216 E. 31st 
in Los Angeles, Brown will 
bring his delivery to the 
Inland Empire. Below are 
upcoming dates: 
Jan. 15, 1993, Rialto High 
School; Jan. 22, 1993, S.B. 
Valley College; Feb. 2, 1993, 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Middle School; Feb. 8, 1993, 
Redlands High; Feb. 12, 
1993, Chaffey College; and 
Feb. 19, 1993, Frisbie Middle 
School. 
In the Inglewood, Brown 
will visit Crossier Middle 
School, Monroe Junior High 
and Morningside High 
School during February. 
Rev. Brown will also aide 
presentations at his church on 
Feb. 21, 1993 at 3:30 p.m. 
Black Culture 
Foundation Plans Black 
History Month Events 
Miss Black San Bernardino 
This year's Miss Black San 
Bernardino Pageant will be 
held Friday, February 5, 1993 
preceeded by a private 
"Celebrity Reception" at 6 
p.m. 
San Bernardino Parade 
The San Bernardino Black 
History Parade begins at 10 
a.m. with the parade route 
starting on Baseline at 
California Street traveling 
eastbound. 
Black History Ball 
The ball will be held 
Saturday, February 6 at 6 
p.m. at the San Bernardino 
National Orange Show. 
Tickets are $25 in advance 
and $30 at the door. 
FREE Gospel Concert 
This free gospel concert held 
at Ecclesia Church SDA, 918 
N. Mountain View Ave. in 
San Bernardino. Seating is 
limited, so early arrival is 
suggested. 
For more information on any 
of the above events, call 885-
6726. 
INVITE A FRIEND 
FROl\1 ANOTHER 
CULT URE To 
YOUR HOME ON 
DURING THE 
OBSERVANCE OF 
KING'S BIRTHDAY 
1 • . I 
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How To Observe The MLK Holiday 
The Black Voice News 
N ow that the martin . · Luther King Jr. hol-
. iday bill has been 
. passed by Congress, and signed 
. into law by the President, it is 
important to consider the mean-
ing of the holiday and how it 
can best be observed. 
In tenns of significance, the 
King holiday is unique. There is 
. the obvious fact that this will e 
. the only holiday in honor of a 
. Black American. The holiday 
, can-be a way to honor the con-
. tributions of Black citizens of 
America and to remind us that 
racial equality must always be a 
cornerstone of our democracy. 
However, this must not be 
· celebrated as only a "Black holi-
day." Martin Luther King Jr. 
was deeply committed to racial 
integration. He believed that 
Americans of all races must 
learn "to live together as broth-
. ers, or we will perish together as 
. fools." 
. The movement was not just 
· for the liberation of Black peo-
· ple. Martin believed deeply that 
·it was equally important to free 
·White people from tht moral 
burden of forced racial segrega-
'tion. The Civil Rights move-
'ment itself was a multi-racial 
endeavor that reflected the inter-
' racial solidarity Martin sought 
for our society. 
No other holiday serves as a 
focal point for encouraging 
·improved race relations. The 
'holiday can help unify America 
·in the spirit of Martin's dream. 
· The holiday will have special 
'meaning for young people, who 
will be inspired by the coura-
'geous example of a man who 
'began to led a historic refonn 
'movement at the age of 26 and 
who was added the Nobel Peace 
Prize at age 34. We must begin 
to convince our young people 
that you don. 't have to carry a 
gun to change history, and 
Martin's life and work provide 
the preeminent example that 
demonstrates this truth. 
Young people in particular 
need nonviolent role models like 
him. In many ways, the Civil 
Rights Movement was two 
youth movement. Young people 
of all races, many who were 
jailed, were involved in the 
struggle, and some gave their 
lives for the cause. Yet none of 
the youth trained by Martin and 
his associates retaliated in vio-
lence, including members of 
some of the toughest gangs of 
urban ghettos in cities like 
Chicago and Binningham. This 
was a remarkable achievement. 
it had never been done before; it 
has not been duplicated since. 
For me, the overriding impor-
tance of the holiday is that it can 
help America focus on forging a 
new commitment to nonvio-
lence. With few exceptions, the 
history book has gloried in the 
dubious achievement of the gen-
erals and warriors who have 
supposedly "solved" the great 
conflicts of American history. 
H owever, in just 13 years of organized nonviolent strug-gle, Black Amer ic an s 
achieved more genuine freedom 
than the previous 'our centuries 
had produced. This is an 
impress ive testament to the 
power of nonviolence. The effi-
cacy of the philosophy and strat-
egy of nonviolence is the most 
important lesson we can draw 
from ihe life and worlc of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
From his study of history, he 
believed that violence al ways 
sows the seeds of bitterness, 
resentment and ultimately more 
violence. He saw that retaliato-
ry violence was a vicious cycle 
that carried with it the seeds of 
its own destruction. He rea-
soned that the only way to break 
the cycle of violence was for 
someone to refuse to retaliate. 
He read of the historic nonvio-
lent movement for independence 
led by Gandhi's in India, and 
fused Gandhi 's tactics with the 
religious principles of uncondi-
tional love, truth and forgiveness 
even for one 's adversaries that 
he learned in his Christian train-
ing. "Man must evolve for all 
human conflicts a method that 
rejects revenge, aggression and 
retaliation," Martin said. "The 
foundation of such a method is 
love." 
Until the American Civil 
Rights movement, many people 
believed that nonviolence was 
something that could only be 
applied in Eastern cultures like 
that of India. But Martin saw 
that nonviolence was at the heart 
of our Judeo-Christian heritage 
and was entirely consistent with 
democratic values. 
Today his legacy of nonvio-
lent action for social, political 
and economic progress is, more 
relevant and desperately needed 
than ever. The price of violent 
conflict between individuals , 
communities an nations has 
become unbearably high in this 
nuclear age, and only nonviolent 
conflict resolution offers a 
viable alternative. 
For this reason the holiday 
must be substantive as well as 
symbolic. It must be more than 
a day of celebration. To many 
Americans a holiday means a 
"day of rest." Let this holiday 
be a day of reflection, a day of 
teaching nonviolent philosophy 
and strategy, a day of getting 
involved in nonviolent action for 
social and economic progress. 
For more than one years, The 
Martin Luther King Jr. Center 
for 'nonviolent Social Change in 
Atlanta, the official national and 
international memorial, has 
observed his birthday with this 
commitment and has conducted 
activities around his birthday in 
many cities. The week-long 
observance has included a series 
of educatonal programs, policy 
seminars or conferences, action-
oriented workshops, strategy 
sessions and planning meetings 
dealing with a wide variety of 
current issues, from voter regis-
tration to full employment, to 
citizen action for nuclear disar-
mament. This January, The 
Center's observance will focus 
on achieving and implementing 
the legislative agenda issued by 
the New Coalition of 
Conscience at the August 27th 
March on Washington. 
As it chooses its heroes and 
heroines, a nation interprets its 
history and shapes its destiny. 
'.Thursday, January 14, 1993 
The commemoration of the life true destiny as the global model nonviolent society in human his-
and worlc of Martin Luther King for democracy, economic and tory. 
Jr. can help this nation realize its social justice, and as the first Coretta Scott King 
YOUTH & YOUNG ADULT MOTIVATION RALLY 
PURPOSE: This can be a very exciting and spirited event in which high school and college students 
can have leadership roles. If you are not in a college town, the leaders for the occasion might come 
from the combined student governments of the local high schools. In addition to participating in some 
aspect of the overall program, the youth and young adults might make a financial contribution to the 
larger celebration, contribute for one of their members to attend a phase of the Atlanta Celebration, or 
give some financial assistance to the continuing work of The Martin Luther King, Jr. Center for 
Nonviolent Social Change, Inc . 
SUGGESTED FORMAT 
Preside rs 
In as much as there will be representation from several high schools and/or colleges, the responsibility 
for presiding should be shared by two or three individuals. 
The invocation 
Musical Selection 
Welcome and Remarks 
Greetings 
Musical Selection(s) 
Introduction of Speaker 
Speaker 
Anthem of the Movement 
Closing Remarks 
and Benediction 
Member of the clergy - maybe a seminarian 
A local youth choir or school chorus 
A member of the Adult Leadership Group - _ 
Selected persons from the leadership of the Student 
Government Associations/Student Councils. 
same 
An honor student youth leader; or the head of a youth agency. 
This might be an entertainer-activist, or sports figure who has 
a large following among youth and the young adults, but 
whose life reflects a belief in Dr. King's philosophy. 
" We Shall Overcome" ... ........ . trad. 
Member of the clergy - not necessarily the one who gave the 
invocation 
"Injustice anywhere is a threat 
to justice everywhere.'' 
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